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Resurrection and Life after Death
BD 7368

received 20.05.1959

Harmful consequences of misguided teachings ....
Misguided teachings will lead you humans into wrong thinking, and a
wrong doctrine will always result in incorrect conclusions which, in turn,
result in further wrong thoughts. A misguided teaching can rightly be called
a satanic deception, for the thereby evolving thought structure extends to a
point where it ﬁnally becomes so inextricable that a person will no longer
be able to make head or tail of it himself, given that error and falsehood can
never result in light and clari . Hence, every misguided teaching should
be challenged, it should be corrected from the start before it can spread and
confuse human thought. A misguided teaching could also be recognised
as such if the human being endeavoured to live in truth, because then he
would only need to apply one measure: whether God's love, wisdom and
power is evident in every doctrine ....
If there is the least bit of doubt about God's fundamental nature, Which
is love, wisdom and might, then the doctrine is wrong. And there are
many such teachings which do not pass the test for truth .... which do
not testi of God's love, neither of His wisdom nor of His might and
therefore can ﬂatly be rejected as misguided. But they are o en particularly
persistently endorsed because people are no longer interested in truth,
they are indiﬀerent as to whether they are living in error or in truth.
ey will never defend the truth equally obstinately since they rather
hold on to error. is, too, is a sign of the approaching end: that people are
increasingly more indignant the more clariﬁcation they should receive, that
they rather live in darkness and have no desire for light .... And although
some doctrines'falsehood is blatantly obvious they reject every relevant
explanation .... But they darken their own spiritual state progressively
more and will ﬁnd it increasingly harder to return to the truth, because
they simply do not want to do so and their will cannot be compelled.
Consequently, every misguided teaching is a highly eﬀective work of Satan,
because people hold on to it. And there are many such misguided teachings
which crept into the Gospel of Jesus Christ and which hardly can be
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presented as misguided teachings to people because they have no genuine
desire for truth themselves. However, people do not want to hear that such
misguided teachings have created a distorted image of God, although they
would not be able to identi a God of love nor a God of wisdom and might,
if they seriously cared to think about some of the teachings they adopted
over a period of time as a result of custom or tradition and now defend as
Gospel. But they cannot love an imperfect God either .... And if a teaching
contributes towards the fact that God's love or wisdom is questioned then it
will not be possible for a person to wholeheartedly love Him as the highest
and most perfect Being, and the right relationship of a child towards its
Father can never be established because the person is lacking proper trust
....
And therefore every person should reﬂect on what he is expected to believe.
First he should examine everything which is given to him in form of the
Gospel to what extent it agrees with God's perfection .... and you would be
surprised how many doctrines would seem dubious to you, and are indeed
dubious if you study them with good will and a desire for truth. You could
contribute much yourselves towards your enlightenment but you have to
want to live in truth .... You have to ask God to illuminate your spirit and
enable you to recognise what is right, to help you recognise misguided
teachings as such and to disassociate yourselves from them. For only truth
will bring you joy, whereas every error will confuse your thoughts and
ﬁnally make it impossible for you to form a correct judgment. God is love,
God is wisdom, and God is might .... and if a doctrine does not testi of
love, wisdom or might it rightfully can be rejected as a misguided teaching,
and a person, who genuinely desires it, will receive an explanation ....
Amen
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Disbelief in the continuation of life after death
BD 1815

received 16.02.1941

e opponent's intentions to portray everything of a mystical nature as error ....
ere are things which the human being is unable to explain to himself and
which he therefore rejects as an unsolvable problem. He is not inquisitive
and thus does not ponder them either, and since his will does not aspire to
solve such things they will also remain inexplicable to him. However, what
appears to be unexplainable cannot just be dismissed as `non-existent'or
be thrown into the ﬁeld of fraud or sorcery due to lack of evidence. is
particularly applies to all mystical phenomena which cannot be solved by
human intellect alone and which are therefore unhesitatingly dismissed as
a deliberate attempt of deception or a person's morbid plan. Mystic phenomena can only be explained by mystics, i.e. only the spiritually aspiring
human being can penetrate spiritual spheres. People's mere intellectual
abili will never be able to li the veil, and therefore they will also try to
destroy other people's belief in spiritual matters, in spiritual activi . And
this is what they will then call enlightenment and will thus be concealing
what the human being should recognise as most important .... the working
of the spiritual beings in the beyond who want to provide people with the
evidence that life a er death on earth is not over ....
O world of unbelievers and scorners .... Where a visible sign is oﬀered
to you, you try to refute it, and you are thereby refusing the spiritual
beings'access to you. With your wisdom and actions you intend to destroy
the activi of these beings. It is more pleasing to you to ridicule the
spiritual aspirations of profoundly thinking people in the eyes of the world,
and are eﬀectively locking your own entrance to the kingdom which is
sending signs to people in order to make their recognition easier. And
the working of negative forces can be clearly seen in people who, with
absolute conviction, deny everything of a spiritual or supernatural nature.
ey speak on behalf of the opponent because he wants to destroy people's
belief in the continuation of life a er death, in eternal life and the hour
of accountabili . And people support his will instantly and do not shy
away from surrendering their faith, thus merely aﬃrming what they can
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touch or feel but denying everything that appears to be supernatural.
How highly the human being values his intellect .... and how little he
will achieve with it if God Himself does not stand by him and guide him
into enlightenment. Yet on the other hand, human intellect is decisive for
humani .... It unconditionally accepts what it is intellectually presented
with. It frequently and without hesitation surrenders its acquired spiritual
truths, because God's adversary knows how to show his superiori by using
convincing words. Hence he will ﬁnd willing listeners everywhere, because
the world prefers to hear that life a er bodily death has come to an end. And
it will therefore readily agree when expressions from the spiritual world
are described as imagination, fraud or error and are therefore completely
dismissed ....
Amen

BD 4723

received 25.08.1949

Immortali of soul ....
Wrong doctrine ....
You need truthful explanations because misguided teachings darken your
spirit and portray My creative will and creative spirit wrongly to you. ey
show neither My love nor My wisdom and thus prevent you from igniting
the ﬂame of love in your hearts which would bring you closer to Me. Wrong
doctrines can lead to non-belief, wrong doctrines can destroy all faith if
they are not corrected, and therefore I want to enlighten you time and again
for your own sakes, since you can, a er all, only become blessed through
faith and love.
What is the use of any teaching which questions the immortali of the
soul? e soul is something spiritual, whereas the body is physical .... e
body can certainly die, that is, pass away and disintegrate in its substance,
but the soul, the spiritual essence, is immortal. It has to continue, it will
merely leave the body as soon as the body has served its task as a cover
for the soul on earth. It will leave the physical external form in order to
continue its process of development in spiritual spheres, to steadily increase
its maturi if it has reached a certain degree of maturi on earth or, if its
course of life was unsuccessful, to either remain in the same state of total
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immaturi or to descend into darkness, depending on its will, but always in
spheres which should be understood as being outside the earthly-material
world.
us, the soul will in fact experience a state of death, but this should not
be understood as obliteration, it is merely a state of complete lack of light
and strength, a state of helplessness, yet it will always be conscious of its
existence. e soul will never lose its awareness of existence, it can merely
mean either the epitome of beatitude or inexpressible agony for the soul,
which is always consistent with the way of life the person had lived on
earth. Hence the soul's life corresponds to its life in the ﬂesh on this earth.
Consequently, the deeds of the ﬂesh determine the soul's fate and the place
of residence a er its death, and the day of death is the human being's
Judgment Day, a er which it will arise into a life of light or darkness ....
e soul is something spiritual which can never ever cease to exist, it
cannot be temporarily extinguished either but it will live eternally, with the
exception that an existence in darkness cannot be called life but is spiritual
death, yet neither can it be called a state of rest. A rest until Judgment
Day is a wrong concept, because inactive souls experience this as personal
torment, whereas a soul's true life is activi which, however, necessitates
a certain degree of maturi , which a soul can easily attain on earth if it is
of good will. e souls stay in the spiritual kingdom and can nevertheless
always be in the vicini of earth. ey are merely outside of the physical
world, thus they are no longer tied to a material form but are free spiritual
beings if they are enlightened, otherwise they will be in a state of darkness,
because complete lack of strength signiﬁes constraint for them. But the soul
can never die; it will merely escape its body, which thus will have completed
its earthly life ....
Amen
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BD 7343

received 21.04.1959

e soul's continuation of life a er death ....
You can be certain that you will live even if your body falls prey to death ....
But the state of your life a er your physical death depends on yourselves,
whether your life will be a happy one which could truly be called life, or
whether you will ﬁnd yourselves in darkness and helplessness which are
comparable to death, albeit you remain conscious of your existence and
therefore have to suﬀer agonies. But it will never be the case that you will
completely cease to exist, that you will no longer be self-aware and that
your existence will be obliterated. And precisely because you continue to
exist you ought to ensure that you create a happy situation for yourselves
while you are still living on this earth. Your future fate in the kingdom of
the beyond is a matter of your very own will, since you create it yourselves
by your way of life on earth. If it is a life of selﬂess love for other people you
can also be sure that a blissful fate will await you .... But if you only live to
please yourselves, if you lack this love for your neighbour and therefore also
for God, you can expect a painful fate indeed. en you will be poor and
wretched because you will lack everything .... light, strength and freedom,
but you all will experience it as indescribable torment.
e fact that you humans on earth have such little faith in life a er death
also determines your conduct, for you are irresponsible towards your soul
because you do not believe that it will continue to live a er your body has
passed away. And you do not believe that the soul is, a er all, your real Self.
It will feel exactly the same as it did during its earthly life, it will long for
happiness and light and suﬀer bitter regret once it has gained but a glimmer
of light whereby it recognises its real task on earth and in retrospect blames
itself dreadfully for not having fulﬁlled it .... . Whereas souls who may enter
the spheres of light will sing praises and give thanks and are able to occupy
themselves in full strength and freedom for their own happiness.
e soul will never perish, but how it will experience its continued existence
is decided by people themselves while they are still on earth. For this time
was given to you in order to improve the state of your soul which, at the
beginning of its embodiment, is still rather imperfect. Hence, the work of
the human soul should consist of providing for itself a true, immortal `life',
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so that one day it can enter in freedom and light the kingdom where it can
be active in accordance with its state of maturi , which is in fact possible
at various degrees but which can only be called `life'when it may enter the
kingdom of light. But it is also possible that the soul is still as imperfect
at the end of its earthly life as it was at the beginning. Indeed, it can even
have grown darker, and then its state is comparable to the state of death,
then it has misused its earthly life, it has not taken advantage of the grace
of embodiment, and yet, it will not pass away .... is is a very sad, pitiful
situation and yet, it is its own fault, because only the human being's will
decides the soul's fate, and this will is free. If only people would believe that
they will continue to exist a er the death of their body .... they would live
more responsibly on earth and endeavour to ascend from the deepest abyss
..... But no person can be forced into faith, yet everyone will be helped to
come to believe ....
Amen

Error about the resurrection of the ﬂesh
BD 6000

received 13.07.1954

Resurrection of the ﬂesh ....
e will for truth guarantees correct thinking and correct understanding
.... You, who want truth, will receive the purest truth, you need not fear any
error and thus will always be blessed if you want to spread the truth. Let
Me know what you cannot understand as yet .... what gives rise to doubt
.... and I will teach and enlighten you ....
e doctrine of the resurrection of the ﬂesh .... as you humans would dearly
like to understand it .... becomes untenable as soon as you have penetrated
spiritual knowledge to some extent, as soon as you have come closer to the
truth and tried to explain the meaning of My Words in a spiritual sense.
What I said is eternal, unchangeable truth ..... but the meaning you try to
read into it is truly not in My Word .... But every person will be able to grasp
the spiritual meaning of My Words if only he sincerely strives for truth.
Anyone who prays to Me Myself for understanding, who tries to penetrate
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the truth, will soon plainly and clearly realise the spiritual meaning of the
Word, and he will not get stuck to the letter .... `Resurrection of the ﬂesh
....' ese words mean the same to you humans as `life a er death'....
To you, the word `life'has the same meaning as `to live in the ﬂesh'as long
as your spirit is not yet awakened, as long as the real meaning of `life'is
still unknown to you. People who do not believe in a continuation of life
believe that their existence ends with their physical death. Being in their
physical body means `life'to them. However, they know that they will lose
this shell through death but they do not believe in a trini of body, soul
and spirit .... Only the body exists for them, the `ﬂesh', and once this has
died the expression `life'is over for them. Resurrection of the ﬂesh signiﬁes
the resurrection of the body to them. ey only associate this with their
physical body, and it is a diﬃcult doctrine .... the `resurrection of the ﬂesh',
which people are expected to believe ....
Nevertheless, it can be a blessing if, due to this teaching, the human being
believes in resurrection .... in life a er death. As a result of this belief he
will also change his nature and this change can result in an awakening, in
an illumination by My spirit .... And then he will also understand the Word
`resurrection of the ﬂesh ....' en he will comprehend its spiritual meaning
.... Resurrection means: to awaken from death into life .... to arise from a
state of sleep .... to step out of darkness into light .... And thus, for the ﬁrst
time, everything that was concealed by the darkness of night will come into
light .... It will arise and reveal itself .... it will come alive in order to bear
witness .... In the state of death nothing happens that could be declared.
However, what happened in life, in the state when you lived on earth in the
ﬂesh, now becomes evident, it reveals itself, it arises to give evidence for or
against you .... And not, that the physical body of ﬂesh rises again from the
dust in order to shroud you once more for a new life. For this body of ﬂesh
is just a transient shell for the immortal soul, which cannot die but it can
be spiritually dead on its departure from earth. Nevertheless, it can still
awaken to life in the spiritual realm .... thus still rise from the dead even
there .... if it ﬁnds its way to Jesus Christ, Who will then give it `life'....
Even Jesus became ﬂesh when He came to earth, and even this ﬂesh had to
suﬀer earthly death. Jesus rose from the dead to conﬁrm to you that your
life will not end with the death of your body, that your soul, too, can arise
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to eternal life .... but to conﬁrm the truth of His Words He let His body rise
from the dead too .... and yet, it was not a resurrection of the ﬂesh, for His
body had spiritualised itself. e soul had donned the garment of the spirit
and withdrawn all spiritual substances from the earthly body since, due to
His life and death, it had already become completely spiritualised .... us
the body's physical substances, which are essentially spiritual substances
too, had already achieved their ﬁnal objective on earth and thus could join
the soul and .... because it had been Jesus'will .... also become visible to His
disciples in order to strengthen their faith. And since a perfect spirit is not
earthbound, Jesus could rise into spiritual spheres .... when He ascended
to heaven ....
You humans, too, will have a body a er your resurrection .... a spiritual
garment, and this will be in accordance with your ﬂesh, for `you will reap
what you have sown ....'If you have sinned in the ﬂesh, the garment of
your soul will give it away. If you have done good works out of love, you
will be radiant and thus recognisable too. Yet your soul will never again
put on the heavy earthly garment, which was its abode during the short
earthly time in order to be able to survive in the material world .... Anyone
who knows the meaning and purpose of the material creation, who knows
about the fallen spirits'development through this creation for the purpose
of ascending to Me, will not need such explanations, but he needs to be
able to refute a doctrine which is absurd due to wrong interpretation ....
But if you absolutely want to speak about the resurrection of the `ﬂesh', let
the explanation suﬃce you that My Word will rise again to bear witness
for or against you .... I Am the Word that was made ﬂesh .... and I approach
every human being in the Word .... And when the last day has come, when
every one of you will have to be judged, My Word itself will judge you ....
you, who received My Word and considered it in accordance with your will
.... e ﬂesh will rise again .... because it was oﬀered to you as nourishment,
you were meant to `eat My ﬂesh'and `drink My blood', you were meant to
accept My Word eagerly and let it strengthen you ....
And you will have to justi yourselves before Me how you have used My
gi of love. is explanation also corresponds to the truth, and it should
encourage you to use your life in the ﬂesh on this earth by accepting His
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food and drink, Who is the eternal Word that became `ﬂesh'for your sake
....
You will ﬁnd wisdom shining forth from every explanation, even if you
humans have not yet penetrated into spiritual knowledge. And if your spirit
is awake, you will readily accept every one of My explanations, for they will
satis you, whereas the wrong interpretation of My Word will only stir a
will of resistance in you and must do so, because this wrong interpretation
stems from My adversary whose aim it is to confuse a person's thoughts,
to divert him from the truth and to remove any belief in life a er death.
A wrong interpretation such as this also proves the spiritually low level of
people, and also of those who bring My Word to them even though they
have not yet penetrated the meaning of My Words themselves .... e letter
kills .... only the spirit gives life .... And all of you should ask for this spirit,
you should pray for enlightened thinking and strive for pure truth, and
your prayer will certainly not go unheeded ....
Amen

BD 6810

received 20.04.1957

Resurrection on the third day ....
To what extent you humans acknowledge My act of Salvation determines
whether you believe in life a er death, in a resurrection from the grave
into the kingdom of the beyond. Because the act of Salvation, My suﬀering
and cruciﬁxion, found its culmination in the resurrection on the third day,
which was meant to veri all My earlier teachings. It was meant to provide
people with the evidence that life is not over when the body dies but that
spiritual life begins once a person lives in accordance with My teaching.
Admittedly, My resurrection is doubted and only taken notice of as a myth
.... And neither can it be proven, such teachings can only be believed or
rejected. is belief is also a result of My act of Salvation or an indication
that the person is redeemed by Jesus Christ .... because he believes in Him
as the divine Redeemer and therefore also utilises the blessings of the act
of Salvation. However, the fact that My body visibly vanished from the
grave does not mean that `the ﬂesh'had risen from the dead, instead My
physical shell had completely spiritualised itself due to My suﬀering and
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cruciﬁxion. It was the spiritual garment the soul had put on, which I only
made visible to people in order to show them that death had ﬁnally lost its
fear because I had conquered it.
My life on earth intended to show people the path that leads from the abyss
to the pinnacle ....
To every one of My teachings I attached the promise that eternal life would
await them .... But I required faith in Me in Jesus Christ .... Yet I found
little of it, and even My disciples had little faith, and they were frightened
to death when I handed Myself over to My enemies .... eir faith was not
yet strong enough to believe that I was also Lord over death, consequently
they did not remember My Words that `I will rebuild this temple in three
days ....'Every one of My closest followers was seized by great sadness,
something had fallen apart for them when they had to witness My death
on the cross .... I wanted to help them, I wanted to strengthen their faith
again and at the same time provide them with the evidence that I Am Lord
over life and death ....
For this reason I made something visibly take place which, however, is
granted to all souls .... that they cannot die but wake up in another kingdom,
which is in accordance to their life on earth. e soul leaves the body but
this, still being immature, stays behind. erefore a person has no proof of a
resurrection a er death and neither can it be given to him, on account of his
freedom of will. But I was able to resurrect My body simultaneously because
its substances had spiritualised themselves, and thus My resurrection on
the third day need not be doubted. However, not all people were able to see
Me, I only appeared to My Own because I had announced My resurrection
on the third day to them, and because their degree of maturi allowed
for it .... But those who found My tomb emp looked for many other
reasons to explain the disappearance of My body, and therefore they were
not compelled to believe. I had risen from the dead .... People had only
been able to kill My body, and even this was no longer subject to natural
law a er My cruciﬁxion, for it was liberated from all constraints ....
But a human being on earth only rarely achieves the degree of maturi
which enables the body's substances to align themselves with the soul a er
the earthly death of the body, and therefore the belief in a resurrection is
extremely fragile or associated with wrong concepts. erefore it has to be
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preceded by the redemption through Jesus Christ, because someone who
is still burdened by the guilt of sin is still completely under control of My
adversary .... And he will suppress every thought of a possible resurrection,
he will only ever inﬂuence the human being in a negative sense and thus
also portray My act of Salvation and My resurrection as implausible to
them. e fact that the resurrection on the third day took place all the same
will hardly be doubted by anyone who whole-heartedly professes Jesus
Christ and His act of Salvation, since My spirit will tell him so. And thus
his thoughts will be guided correctly by Me, since I can work through My
spirit in every person who has found his way back to Me in Jesus Christ. He
will not taste death anymore either, because he will enter into the life which
Jesus Christ promised him .... He escaped death because he escaped the
one who brought death into the world. And he escaped from him because
he ﬂed to Me in Jesus Christ. From the moment of his surrender to Jesus
Christ he has risen from the dead, only now has he come alive, and he will
eternally not lose his life again.
But even the disbeliever will not cease to exist, he, too, will only lose his
earthly body and not his soul's existence, it will merely enter the kingdom
of the beyond in a state which is similar to death .... e grave will keep
it locked in, and if Jesus Christ Himself does not roll away the heavy
tombstone, it will stay there. But the divine Redeemer died for everyone
on the cross, and one day the hour of resurrection will come for every soul,
because one day it will call for Me in Jesus Christ, and I will not let its call
go unheeded .... en it will rise from the grave and awaken to life, then
the darkness of the grave will recede and it may behold the light .... Because
I died for all human beings, and even those who rest in their graves will
take notice of the fact that I arose from the dead and that I will give life to
anyone who desires to live ....
Amen
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BD 6811

received 21.04.1957

Resurrection of the dead into life ....
Humani was held in bondage .... and it would never have been released
had I not sacriﬁced Myself to redeem the souls from the one who held them
captive. My overwhelming love motivated Me to make this sacriﬁce, to
pay the purchase price which gave me the right to seize the souls from My
adversary, providing they themselves wanted to leave him and follow Me.
But the sacriﬁce I made by My cruciﬁxion was intended for all once fallen
spirits, it applied to all people past, present and future. It was made for the
spiritual essence which has taken, and has yet to take, the path across earth
as a human being.
I bought freedom and paid with My blood for every enti that once was
pulled into the abyss by My adversary and is kept there in bondage, and
no being needs to stay in the abyss any longer against its own will. But it
has to yearn to leave the abyss, it has to want to ascend, it has to want to
return to Me from Whom it once turned away voluntarily. Hence its former
rejection of Me was the cause of its death, because the abyss amounted to
complete lack of light and strength for the beings, the state of death .... So
that it should rise from death into life, so that the being could rise from its
grave and step into new life again, I purchased a life for the dead with My
death, and no being need be subject to death forever, every being is able to
rise from the dead just as I Myself came back to life on the third day ....
But My adversary will want to prevent the beings from escaping his domain
and therefore they have to be helped, since they are unable to rise by
themselves and My adversary keeps the grave, which engulfs the beings of
darkness, tightly locked. But one cry to Me will penetrate even the most
impenetrable tombs, one cry to Me in Jesus Christ and I Myself will hasten
to help the weak and tormented soul, and My adversary truly cannot stand
ﬁrm against Me Myself, he has to leave because I paid the ransom and
thus he has no further claim on the soul who wants to leave the grave of
darkness, the grave of sin and destruction ....
Do you now understand the signiﬁcance of My act of Salvation, of My
sacriﬁce on the cross, which was achieved for the release of the once
fallen beings? Do you understand why only your own will can lead to this
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salvation, why you yourselves have to want to leave the grave before I can
roll away the gravestone?
My adversary lays claim to you as long as you grant him this right, as
long as you don't resist the restraint he had put on you, as long as you
don't call for the only One Who can remove this restraint. You only need
your will and you will be free .... because you will receive the strength to
free yourselves as soon as you acknowledge Me in Jesus Christ, as soon
as you desire to be redeemed by Him and request His help. But then My
adversary cannot hold on to you any longer, he has to release you, then
he has to accept that I roll away the gravestone and help you to rise, for
I acquired the right to do so through My death on the cross .... I paid the
ransom on your behalf, and therefore it is not irrelevant whether or not
you humans on earth acknowledge the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ ....
because you are wretched as long as you stay in the grave .... And thus the
day of resurrection will sooner or later come for every soul, just as I was
resurrected on the third day, and you will live and eternally not lose your
life again ....
Amen

Lack of knowledge about life in the beyond
BD 4820

received 19.01.1950

Conditions in the beyond ....
Once you have walked through the gate of death you will no longer feel
your earthly shell but will be able to move about easily and freely, you will
not be prevented from going wherever you want, you will not be forced in
any way. And yet, this state can be painful for you too, namely, when you
ﬁnd yourselves in darkness, when there is no light and you are unable to see
anything. is spiritual blindness is coupled with complete helplessness
and a weakness of will which is unable to shake oﬀ its lethargy. Hence you
will not be inﬂuenced by anything externally perceptible, but there can still
be a limitation within yourselves which will prevent you from living, that
is to say, from actively working in accordance with God's will, which all
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light-receptive souls may do when they leave earth, and who will therefore
be placed into a kingdom where they may behold ever increasing beau .
To dwell in this magniﬁcent kingdom is immensely blissful for the souls of
the dead, for they will leave all worldliness, diﬃcul , misery and imperfection behind and will be united by love with spiritual beings who are full
of love, wisdom and strength. And the soul will take part in this now, ever
new discoveries will enchant its spiritual senses, it will behold creations
of exceptionally marvellous shapes which cannot be compared to earthly
creations. Furthermore, it will no longer be subject to time and space, it
will be able to stay wherever it wants and can move into the past as well as
into the future. Once the soul has reached perfection, that is, once it has
entered the kingdom of light, it is no longer bound to the law of space and
time.
Yet even there the degrees of light diﬀer, which stimulate ever greater
aspiration and also unite the beings to shape and work with combined
strength. e activi in love is a supreme law in this kingdom as well, for
this reason the beings of light help each other in perfect harmony, giving
happiness and receiving it in turn. eir constant eﬀort, however, concerns
the souls in darkness, whom they know to suﬀer utmost hardship and
whom they want to help through teaching.
ere is no impulse of life in areas of spiritual darkness, the beings are
totally apathetic if they are not burning with rage, thirsting for revenge and
engaging in constant ﬁghting with one another. e latter need an endless
time until they calm down and fall into a lethargic state. But only then can
they be helped by the beings of light. In contrast to these, the imperfect
beings are mainly full of selﬁshness and therefore unapproachable for
teachings concerning the commandment of love. However, having ample
patience the beings of light never tire of helping them, so that it almost
always will result in spiritual progress a er the beings have discarded their
vicious instincts and no longer attempt to tear each other apart. e state of
lethargy is at all times the preliminary state of awakening from sleep, and
it only requires some loving support so that these beings, too, will catch a
gleam of light and begin to see. Yet it will o en take a long time, because
free will takes precedence in the spiritual kingdom too, which may not be
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forced if the being is to achieve beatitude.
Amen

BD 5332

received 08.03.1952

e state of souls in the beyond ....
Misguided belief - unbelief - love ....
Many people ﬁnd it inconceivable that they could have direct contact with
Me, which is proven by My direct communication, by hearing My Word
in the form of thoughts. is is indicative of their distance from Me as
well as their lifeless belief, a belief which was in fact traditionally adopted
but which is not alive .... It is academically accepted knowledge which
only seldom is contemplated so that a person forms his own opinion.
People could deduct from such adopted knowledge that the eternal Dei
has to and will reveal Himself, but faith in an eternal Dei is weak and
thus religious doctrines are not taken seriously enough to achieve spiritual
progress, which would result in a person trying to establish contact with
Me. First I have to be sincerely acknowledged by a person before I can
reveal Myself to him ....
And this assured faith in Me is missing in a great many people, which is
the reason why they live in spiritual darkness and will enter the spiritual
kingdom in this darkness.
What they failed to do on earth they will have to make up for in the
beyond without fail .... they have to think .... and due to their own fault are
frequently too weak to do so. If labours of love follow them into eterni
they will not be entirely without strength regardless of their unbelief. eir
strength rests in the fact that they will not completely lose their recollection
of the knowledge they dismissed on earth and are able to think about it.
Whereas unbelieving souls without deeds of love following them will ﬁnd
themselves in dire distress, for they are unable to think clearly and cannot
come to terms with their thoughts. Nevertheless, even these souls can be
educated in the spiritual kingdom by other souls who are able to intelligibly
present to them what they need to know ....if they are willing to accept their
teaching.
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To render intercession for these souls is a labour of utmost love and
compassion, so that they may receive strength of will and ﬁnd access to
circles where enlightenment can be given to them. Deeds of love can make
good every deﬁciency and give the soul faith, but the spiritual darkness will
only disappear when they have acknowledged Jesus Christ, for only He can
redeem their guilt which resulted from their unbelief on earth. Misguided
thoughts can soon be corrected where love and faith existed on earth, but
unbelieving people ﬁrst have to be introduced to knowledge, because they
did not want to accept it on earth themselves, even if they upheld it before
their fellow human beings.
I cannot give souls instant enlightenment if they do not acknowledge Me
and if their love was not intended for Me or their fellow human beings
.... I can only give them the opportuni to acquire knowledge, providing
their will no longer opposes Me .... In that case My merciful love is also
willing to give them light when they ask for it. en the Gospel is brought
to them again, which they can then accept or reject of their own free will.
And depending on their will for good and their desire for instructions My
teaching will enlighten them and the ascent will continue. But it will suﬀer
great torment in darkness until an unbelieving departed soul from earth is
touched by a ray of light and follows it, but as soon as it has experienced the
beneﬁt of light it will also be willing to change its nature, and it will always
desire more light until it receives it .... e darkness only rarely releases
souls, but I know when I can open the gates and set the souls free. I know
when they are receptive to a ray of light and I will help them to ﬁnd the way
that ﬁnally leads to Me and to eternal joy ....
Amen
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Denial of a connection to the spiritual
kingdom through beings of light
BD 1400

received 29.04.1940

Mutual help from beings in the beyond for the care of misguided souls ....
Suﬀering as aid ....
Spiritual beings are connected to each other by heartfelt love, and one is
always ready to actively help the other in bringing salvation to unredeemed
souls, because every mature spirit is living in love and unable to feel
anything but love for every single being. When a being in the beyond
wants to bring spiritual help to its protégé on earth many spiritual beings
are instantly willing to take care of this person on earth, and an eager
desire for his soul sets in. An indescribable number of obstacles have to be
overcome which require the spiritual beings'patience and endurance, and
during their pursuance of such a soul they make every conceivable eﬀort in
order to establish a spiritual bond. Many futile attempts are made before
they succeed in motivating people to accept their transmitted thoughts,
which are frequently rejected by people in as much as everything of a
spiritual nature is laughed at and ridiculed. But nothing may prevent the
beings from tirelessly continuing their attempts, and they do so with utmost
joyous devotion. It is, a er all, for the sake of helping the spiritual beings
who are entrusted with the protection of people, because their love for them
urges them to help. And, at the same time, every accomplishment generates
a lot of joy in the beyond, because these beings know the suﬀering of the
unredeemed soul. And if these souls are not taught the Gospel until they
are in the beyond their resistance will not lessen until they have become
aware.
In contrast, earthly life can achieve a relatively rapid change of mind if
the beings in the beyond make the most of every opportuni ; and that
they do so is guaranteed by their immense love for each other and their
love for people. Whatever they can do in order to support each other in
their spiritual work for the earthly children who are entrusted to them
they will do gladly and joyfully, and thus they serve each other with love.
And the strength of this love transmits itself to people, so that once in a
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while a sudden change occurs in them .... that they, for no obvious reason,
will contemplate spiritual matters and thus listen to the whisperings from
the beyond, and then the beings'eﬀort will be successful. Because loving
action overcomes the worst opposition .... it just has to be applied with
perseverance and patience. And this is guaranteed by the great love of these
beings, for they are concerned that every person should reach awareness,
and this concern spurns them into tireless activi and work to bring the
kingdom of God close to people's thoughts ....
Amen

BD 1401

received 30.04.1940

Mutual help from beings in the beyond for the care of misguided souls ....
Suﬀering as aid ....
us the spiritually perfect is incessantly working for the redemption of
the imperfect, and love is always the motivating factor, because these beings'state of maturi also requires a sphere of activi , and this is what they
are looking for on earth as well as in the beyond. Because unredeemed souls
are suﬀering indescribable hardship which cannot be alleviated without
active help. Consequently, the beings in the beyond will most eagerly try
to make contact with needy souls, and although it is frequently laborious
and unsuccessful it may not be abandoned. For this reason the beings need
to have an excessive amount of patience and love so as not to slow down in
their work. Sometimes a simple reference to eterni can suﬃce to make the
soul reﬂective, and then the connection has been made, since the friends in
the beyond can then transmit their thoughts to such a thoughtful person.
However, if the being only has materialistic thoughts, on earth as well as in
the beyond, such hints will fade away unheard .... it is always merely living
in the present and does not consider its hopeless condition in eterni . Such
souls are extraordinarily hardened and have to be made aware of their
situation through suﬀering and pain. And even then the beings of light
will not leave them, unrecognised by the poor souls but forever willing to
help.
e beings on earth, too, are permanently surrounded by the bearers of
light who would like to direct their train of thought towards the spiritual
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world. But their love is frequently rejected .... their help is turned down,
and the human being remains in the same state which will result in a pitiful
fate for him in the beyond one day. In the knowledge of this impending
hardship the beings will not leave the people who are entrusted to them for
as long as they live on earth. ey are also frequently the cause of earthly
hardship and suﬀering if they cannot ﬁnd any other means to assist the soul.
ey are the cause of failures, ruined hopes and all kind of disappointments
which are only ever meant to bring the futili of their earthly endeavours
to their attention and to guide their thoughts into another direction. ey
recognise the worthlessness of everything the human being is trying to
achieve and since it cannot be explained to them mentally, as it is ﬁrmly
rejected, people o en have to be forced to sacriﬁce what they are trying to
achieve.
is task is not easy for the perfected beings because their emotion is love
.... and love always wants to fulﬁl and give, it wants to give happiness and
bestow joy .... and now has to take away and cause pain to the people
they love. But the suﬀering awaiting them one day will be far greater, and
in order to avert this from their protégées they o en interfere in earthly
life destructively. e ﬁnal release of such beings can only be achieved
by suﬀering if love is not awakened in them by seeing the suﬀering of
their fellow human beings. is can very quickly result in a change of
mind. eir own suﬀering will not always lead to awareness, but having
to witness the pain of their fellow human beings will make a person
thoughtful and bring him closer to understanding. And then the danger
for this soul will have passed, because the heart of a person who is able to
love is not hardened and the inﬂuences of the beings in the beyond will
not be unsuccessful. Hence people's suﬀering cannot be avoided as long
as they haven't become conscious of the fact that they are living on earth
in order to educate themselves for eterni . Only suﬀering will bring this
thought close to them, and it is the only means of help available to those
who are ﬁghting for the souls ....
Amen
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BD 3981

received 20.02.1947

Beings of light are people's spiritual guardians ....
e beings which are surrounded by light in the spiritual kingdom are
in closest contact with Me and therefore also share the same will, and
they have a tremendous amount of strength at their disposal to implement
their will. And thus they are eﬀectively the executives of My will, they are
My servants, My authorised representatives, whose actions comply with
My plan of Salvation since eterni . ey take care of countless beings on
earth as well as in the beyond .... Everything that is alive, thus having a
certain degree of maturi , also has to be cared for such that it achieves
its goal, because without help it would never take the right path; it has
to be constantly guided, and this guidance and care is the responsibili
of all beings who are permeated by light and strength, whose love for Me
and for the unredeemed is so profound that they will always do that which
complies with My will .... to release the imperfect spirit. Countless beings
of light are close to Me and tirelessly active .... thus countless people on
earth are also able to enjoy their care, and every single fate, every event can
be directed for the human being in such a way that he can fully mature, as
is his destiny.
But even these beings of light will not infringe on the freedom of will, so
that, in spite of greatest and utmost loving care, a descent into darkness is
not impossible if the being itself resists the will and care of the light beings,
thus when it does not acknowledge Me Myself and does not desire strength
or light .... In that case the care of the spiritual beings of light will also cease
until the person turns to Me himself and thereby also gives the beings of
light the freedom to inﬂuence him.
But no human being on earth needs to do without the light beings'help
and love, no human being will be poorly considered or neglected by Me,
but every person's fate corresponds to his own will and this determines
the amount of help and strength for his salvation. And since the beings of
light are the executives of My will their guidance and care is the same as
Mine. Consequently, one can only ever speak of My work and My help,
because the beings of light belong to Me as part of Myself, even though
they experience the happiness of My permeating them with strength and
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light and the bliss of constant activi for Me as individual beings. is
activi , however, consists purely of executing what My love and wisdom
deems to be good and beneﬁcial for the individual souls. us the entire
universe can be full of souls in need of help, not one soul will have to do
without divine care because the kingdom of light is inﬁnite and the bliss of
the souls therein consists of accepting tasks from Me and surpassing each
other in fulﬁlling them.
e soul that has become My Own through shaping itself into love is also in
direct contact with Me, and My will, My strength and My wisdom permeate
this loving being so that it will not part from Me again for all eterni . It
then lovingly devotes itself to the souls which cannot share this bliss due to
their imperfection, and which the being of light feels impelled to release. It
feels the same love for the unredeemed as I Myself, from Whose strength
of love everything emerged. us it will also look a er My living creations,
take care of them and direct their state of aﬀairs, so that every human
being on earth has a spiritual guardian who, in turn, being completely
connected to Me, cannot want and think other than I Myself. I stand above
everything surrounded by a host of blissful spirits, but even the smallest
and most insigniﬁcant being enjoys My care, My protection, and will not be
forgotten by Me, even if this is incomprehensible to people because their
knowledge and strength is limited and they assume that I have the same
restrictions too, as long as they are imperfect themselves and have no idea
about the power and light of the Perfect ....
Amen

BD 5536

received 17.11.1952

Will to help and work of the beings of light ....
Untold opportunities have been created to help the souls, on earth and in
the beyond, who are still dark in spirit and therefore wretched. e light
beings'activi includes helping imperfect souls on earth or those who had
entered the spiritual kingdom in an imperfect state. eir every eﬀort is
dedicated to the redemption of the spiritual essence, to transmitting light
into the darkness, be it on earth or in the spiritual kingdom. And since
the acceptance of light cannot be forcefully achieved, the souls have to be
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confronted by events which stimulate their will to become active in some
form or other. Hence they are, so to speak, providentially urged to express
their will.
ey are approached by beings from the spiritual kingdom
or by people on earth who inspire them to become mentally active, and
every inﬂuence can lead to the soul's favourable change of will resulting in
spiritual maturi . erefore, everything that confronts the human being
on earth can be suitable in achieving this. With the right attitude his whole
life on earth can serve a human being's spiritual progress, and individual
events can activate this said right attitude towards God, and then the
person's earthly life will have resulted in his redemption.
But, likewise, the soul can also expect to be inﬂuenced in the spiritual world
by the beings of light, who continue the task they did not succeed in doing
on earth. e soul will also be mentally inﬂuenced in the spiritual kingdom
since, irrespective of its environment, everything the soul encounters is for
the sole purpose of stimulating its thoughts, so that it may become aware
of itself and its wrong attitude and try to change. oughts are always kept
active so that the being learns to recognise its own state and endeavours
to change. Hints of that nature are also given by the beings of light who
continue their work of salvation on the souls, because they are moved by
their love to release them from their miserable state. Consequently, no
person and no being in the spiritual kingdom is without support, only
their eﬀorts are not recognised as long as the soul is not aware of spiritual
matters.
Very little is known about the relationship between the spiritual world
and people, most people deny all contact and therefore do not utilise the
knowledge gained through such contacts. And until then they will not
believe that all events taking place in human existence are premeditated
and can but need not lead to spiritual maturi , because it is up to every
person himself to derive a beneﬁt for his spiritual development from every
experience. e souls in the beyond are likewise helped to ascend by the
beings of light, yet always taking account of free will, because there, too,
free choice for God or His adversary is the decisive factor for the soul's
higher development .... But no soul will be abandoned if it decides wrongly
.... It will always and forever be fought for until it makes the right choice of
will one day, until it voluntarily confesses to be with and for God, Whom it
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has to, and indeed will, ﬁnd one day in order to be blissfully happy ....
Amen

BD 8868

received 14.10.1964

Diﬀerent status of the created beings ....
Believe Me that I still have to correct many misconceptions if you are to live
in truth and defend it. You have a completely wrong concept of My creative
strength, which is unlimited and endowed the created beings with inﬁnite
abundance of strength. us they, like Me, were also able to constantly and
without knowledge of limitation externalise creations into the universe ....
Hence there are no diﬀerent degrees of creative power in the beings who
remained faithful to Me, who did not voluntarily move into a diﬀerent
sphere from Mine, where I Myself amid My hosts have the domain of My
creativeness .... All beings were created perfect, and that means that no
being is subject to any restriction, but that every being is given a task which
it conscientiously fulﬁls. But one task is no more important than another,
and thus there is no diﬀerence of status either .... all those beings'love
culminates in their love for Me, and they indeed always aspire towards
Me in order to become even more blissfully happy through the response
of My love, which you humans cannot measure by any standard. Merely
the degree of love can diﬀer in beings who overcame the abyss without
having achieved childship to God on earth but who nevertheless achieved
a degree of love and constantly seek to increase it. eir happiness, that
they escaped the abyss and had to walk the path of evolution, knows no
limits. ey are conscious of their present beatitude, and their eternal life
is a constant singing of praises and thankfulness .... ey, too, are allowed
to create and give life to the universe but always in accordance with their
abundance of light, which constantly increases.
us everything perfect knows no limit, consequently there cannot be any
beings who take precedence, and your idea of dividing these beings into
groups of more or less able beings is wrong, since perfection renders this
null and void. ese are always human concepts, because you are more or
less inadequately shaped and thus also want to transfer these attributes to
the absolutely perfectly shaped beings. Whether the smallest or the largest
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being is created .... it takes the same creative strength, because it is the
same work of wonder in My creation. And the supreme perfection of the
beings rests in the fact that one helps the other, that not one wants to take
precedence before another and therefore neither the expression `angel'nor
`archangel'is justiﬁed, but all beings belong to My vast host of created
original spirits, only you humans imagine the world of spirits to be status
orientated, just as you create diﬀerent positions on earth for yourselves.
As long as you still have a low degree of maturi the degree of love will
diﬀer too, and you cannot create in strength and might. You have to aim
to increase this degree of love until you attain your original condition
again, from which your fall into the abyss took place. In addition, you
also have to acquire the childship to God on earth, and for this purpose a
being of light can return to earth for a mission, if it had previously failed
on earth but achieved a degree of light in the beyond which sanctions a
repeated embodiment. Just as every non-fallen spirit may take this path
through the abyss in order to test its free will, although it can never descent
further, rather the original spirit's urge for creation becomes ever more
powerful. en it will make constantly greater demands on My strength
of love and aspire towards Me and thus create with My strength, which
completely permeates this spirit. Perfection, however, is unlimited .... or,
what is perfect knows no limits. It is as powerful as I Myself and can make
and shape the largest as well as the smallest creations, for it will always help
and assist the wretched to attain beatitude ....
You can only understand this when you know what `love'is in its fundamental essence, and therefore I assess everything by the degree of love. But
this assessment ends as soon as the being is perfect .... because to be perfect
means to be inﬁnitely blessed, then every being's love is only intended for
Me as the utmost perfect Being, Which will always grati its longing for
love and yet it will never end ....
Amen
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Misguided teaching about the soul’s sleep
BD 6541

received 06.05.1956

e sleep of the soul ....
Misguided teaching ....
It is extremely wrong to deem the souls of the departed as being in an
eternal sleep until the arrival of Judgment day .... is idea proves total
ignorance of the soul's process of development, furthermore, it proves a
wrong attitude towards Me or a person could not think so wrongly .... and
it proves that there is no belief in the soul's life a er death, for an eternal
sleep of death, as presumed by people, cannot be described as `life a er
death'.
But this misguided thought is also a great disadvantage for the departed
souls, because prayers will not be oﬀered for them and thus they will not
receive the help which they need so badly. But people who adopted this
doctrine and were taught wrongly will not accept being taught otherwise,
and yet they hold on to the error as if it was gospel truth. Here, too,
My adversary's work is obvious, who particularly wants to stop people
from praying for the souls, because such prayer could help to set them
free, which he tries to prevent. But even when these misguided teachings
are confronted by the truth, people will not take the only path which
could provide them with clariﬁcation .... ey need only ask Me for an
explanation, if they do not want to believe those who would like to correct
their error .... they need only approach Me Myself. But they won't take
this path, and therefore they are beyond help and refuse to let go of their
error.
However, these departed souls suﬀer immense hardship if they are not
remembered in prayer. And people on earth cannot receive instructions for
the better from the spiritual kingdom either, because they do not believe in
a connection between the world of light and people on earth and therefore
do not make themselves mentally available to the knowing powers. ey are
only concerned about their earthly life as human beings until death. eir
idea of an `eternal sleep of the soul'until `Judgment day'only proves that
they lack all knowledge about the spirits'process of redemption, about My
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fundamental nature, which is love, wisdom and omnipotence, and about
Jesus'act of Salvation .... eir knowledge is very limited and does not
correspond to the truth in the slightest, and when truth is brought to them
they resist it. And yet they try to prove their point of view with the Word of
God, with the Scriptures, but it is not their `awakened spirit'that ﬁnds those
references, rather, My adversary himself makes use of My Word when he
wants to cause confusion .... But he is only successful when a person merely
uses his intellect and does not ask Me Myself for enlightenment through
the spirit when he asks for an explanation.
e letter kills, only the spirit gives life .... Anyone who does not entrust
himself to Me ﬁrst, so that I can guide his thoughts correctly, will truly
be killed by the letter, since My adversary can use the letter too but will
interpret its meaning completely diﬀerently and thereby make the biggest
error seem acceptable to people .... e doctrine about the soul's sleep of
death is a truly dubious teaching .... a teaching which also causes great
indignation in the needy souls of the beyond, who `live'and yet are so weak
that they would be grateful for every gi of strength a loving prayer could
impart on them. People should frequently remember those souls in their
prayers, whose family members on earth believe this misguided teaching
.... so that they can gather strength, ascend and mentally help them in
turn. Although a life of love on earth will soon provide the souls with clear
understanding, they ﬁrst have to let go of erroneous teachings before they
can be assigned to a ﬁeld of activi themselves .... since every activi in
the spiritual kingdom consists of spreading the pure truth.
Hence, a soul that lived a life of love on earth is blessed indeed, it will easily
detach itself from misguided attitudes and wrong spiritual knowledge. e
others, however, will ﬁnd themselves in utmost adversi , because every
misguided teaching has damaging eﬀects on the soul, but especially the
teaching about the eternal sleep of death, since it can actually lead to a kind
of darkness similar to death, and at the same time reduce the opportunities
for help due to the belief that prayers are futile .... However, anyone who
sincerely turns to Me Myself will become clearly aware how misguided this
teaching is ....
Amen
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BD 8991

received 07.06.1965

e doctrine of the soul's sleep ....
e fact that you are willing to support My Word, which is sent to you
from above, gives Me reason to inform you of an error you have advocated
up to now. It concerns the doctrine of the sleep of the soul, which gives
you a completely wrong idea about the soul and its state when it enters
the spiritual kingdom. is doctrine is substantiated by the assertion that
there is no mention of an immortal soul anywhere in the Scriptures ....
which, however, can be refuted with the Words `Whosoever believes in Me
will have eternal life ....'And sleep is a brother of death .... thus someone
asleep will not be alive but dead, in the darkness of night he will fall into
the state of death, consequently a life in eterni is out of the question.
ose of you who depart from earth with this idea will be in dire straits, for
you really lack all knowledge and will take a long time to gain a glimmer
of understanding. In fact, you will depart from this earth in complete
blindness and will receive only little light in the beyond, if you lived a life
of love on earth.
But until you let go of this misguided teaching you will not know that you
have died either, since you are still in the state of self-awareness, which
is your consciousness of continued life. You merely believe that you were
transported into diﬀerent surroundings but will never be able to ﬁnd rest
.... the kind of rest you associate with the state of sleep. And so you will still
live but not in a state of beatitude, rather, you will live in the confusion of
thought which corresponds to the teachings you advocated on earth.
Everything that emerges from Me remains immortal for all eterni , but it
can enter the kingdom of the beyond in a state of death. And all of you
who spread this misguided teaching choose this state of death. You do not
strive for the life that should be your destiny when you enter the spiritual
kingdom. Because only this is the beginning of your life, providing you live
a life of love and are able to let go of this misguided teaching. If you believe
in a `resurrection on the day of Judgment', when all who rest in their graves
will be awakened, then it will also be your fate not to come to life until you
realise the foolishness of this teaching. And your existence in the beyond
will be the same, you will linger in an eternal state of inactivi , in a state of
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sleep, or you will ﬁnd yourselves in a world you believe to be earth, which
you le a long time ago.
Particularly you humans who advocate this misguided teaching, have no
idea what anti-spirit you have accepted, and you will have to muster
an enormous amount of love in order to suddenly recognise the reali
of things. Consider yourselves fortunate if you leave someone behind on
earth who will pray on your behalf, who will help you gain the right insight.
However, your degree of love is always the decisive factor as to whether or
not you recognise the truth in a ﬂash when you pass away from earth. But
since you do not believe in the `immortali of soul'you do not believe in
communications from the spiritual kingdom either, which would provide
you with knowledge. And that is your disadvantage, because it would
inform you of the constant ascent of souls who enter the spiritual kingdom,
and you would reject this misguided teaching as satanic and only intended
to prevent you from ascending in the beyond, which would soon result in
the true life you are all meant to reach one day ....
Amen

Misguided teaching about re-incarnation
BD 2873

received 07.09.1943

Teaching of re-incarnation is misguided .... Law ....
e divine laws are eternally unchanging, and all higher development in
the physical as well as in the spiritual kingdom takes place in accordance
with these laws. Physical and spiritual creations of the most diverse varie
exist. And their only purpose is to guide the spirit which is distant from
God back to Him. Yet every stage of development is as diﬀerent as are the
individual creations. us they will always be inhabited by spirits whose
degree of maturi matches their nature. ere will always be a progressive
development as long as the spirit moves through the physical creation in a
compulsory state .... However, a standstill or decline of development can
occur during the ﬁnal stage of the physical creation as human being ....
but at the end of human life the spirit will irrevocably enter the beyond
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where no further physical creations exist. But even in the spiritual realm a
standstill or decline can occur because the being retains its free will which
is, however, considerably weakened if it has only achieved a low degree of
maturi . Similar to earthly life, higher development in the spiritual realm
also depends on activi , and this activi is and has to remain completely
ambiguous to people on earth as they cannot comprehend its signiﬁcance
but which, on the other hand, depends on earthly creations.
In eﬀect, people believe that every activi necessitates earthly, i.e. physical,
creations. Consequently they support the view that the soul will return to
the realm where it formerly had neglected its higher development, that it
will return to earth to carry on where it had le oﬀ .... that it can repeat
its interrupted progress of development anytime until ﬁnal perfection ....
And this assumption leads to a teaching which does not comply with the
truth but which ﬁnds approval everywhere and is therefore widespread ....
to the teaching of re-incarnation on earth .... Only few people understand
the disastrous eﬀects of this teaching for humani if it is not disproved
and corrected. is teaching, in a way, overrules the divine law that, in
accordance with the plan of divine wisdom, everything must advance if
it wants to progress. Re-incarnation on earth would be a regression for
the soul approved by God, thus it would completely contradict the divine
law which commands and demonstrates consistent progress. Although the
being itself can indeed voluntarily descend but God's will would never
return it to a state which it had already overcome once before. And it
will never be permitted to arbitrarily repeat a course of action which it had
previously failed. For it still has thousands upon thousands of opportunities
to develop further but they always take place on diﬀerent creations and
under completely diﬀerent conditions ....
Amen
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BD 4590

received 17.03.1949

Doctrine of re-incarnation ....
Misguided teaching ....
Celestial bodies ....
Do not be mislead by supposed contradictions, rather, see the reason in the
fact that your abili of comprehension does not always suﬃce in order to
understand something properly, and that there need not be a contradiction,
but you only suppose it to be. It should be suﬃcient for you to know that I
will never teach you wrongly and that I will always give you the information
such that it will beneﬁt your soul ....
e doctrine of karma does not encourage you to increase your spiritual
endeavour. It is far more likely to encourage you to conduct your life halfheartedly in the spiritual sense. For this reason alone it is of little beneﬁt for
the soul, and it does not meet My full approval that you humans count on
a return to earth and as a result become negligent in your eﬀort. Although
I support the soul's higher development in every way, and wherever I
recognise a reliable opportuni to advance your soul's maturi I Am
willing to give My consent, but it always has to be on the basis of My lawful
eternal order and never for the sake of a deliberately created opportuni
.... Hence it must be understandable to you that I will not inform you of
a repeated process of development on this earth, which presupposes your
total failure during your earthly life, but that I would like to protect you
from this failure, and therefore caution, warn and instruct you in order to
prevent a failure.
It would be a wrong instruction if I were to oﬀer you the prospect of another
path to reach your goal while the right path is still ahead of you, thus you
should, and could, walk this path with correct use of your will. I only inform
you of the inﬁnite number of previous embodiments because I want you to
become aware of your great responsibili for the short path of earthly life.
is knowledge is only intended to increase your eﬀort, but you should
not draw the wrong conclusion and neglect your endeavour in the hope of
repeating your incarnation on this earth if you do not reach your goal. My
spirit will deﬁnitely enlighten you, and if you ask Me faithfully I will let
you know through My servants to what extent your thoughts are correct.
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If you knew of the endless many opportunities to achieve maturi on the
innumerable celestial bodies in the universe, you would never come to
the conclusion that a soul will be returned again to earth. However, the
immature soul has to go through many more embodiments indeed where it
is able to prove itself and thereby make further progress. us the doctrine
of re-incarnation is in fact based on truth but it does not mean that the soul
will be born again in the ﬂesh on this earth. It merely indicates the many
opportunities of higher development on other creations, where the soul,
either in physical or in spiritual form, is again presented with a task, the
fulﬁlment of which will assure its ascent. It is an exception if a soul returns
to this earth again to fulﬁl a spiritual mission, it cannot be generalised.
Souls having passed away in a state of immaturi will also deem themselves
living on earth. e areas they occupy make them believe that they were
transported to extremely dreary, barren stretches of land, but they are
actually on another planet which is suited to their souls'maturi and
which is inhabited by the most primitive creations, resulting in a meagre,
depressive stay for the souls .... is is an opportuni for puriﬁcation of
very materialistic minded people, who have to overcome their desire in
order to be placed on another work of creation for the purpose of further
ascent, depending on their will.
You still love this earth too much and therefore associate the word `reincarnation'only with this earth as the dwelling place for a re-incarnated
soul. But you should consider My love's incredibly extensive work of
creation, which only came about for the countless spiritual beings who
have to take the path to perfection, and who will take this path in some
form or other .... in physical creations, as long as the soul is not yet
spiritualised and receptive for light, and in spiritual creations, where the
spiritual soul can constantly ascend too, where it puriﬁes itself ever more
and makes itself receptive for the emanation of Myself.
Imagine eterni , behold the starry sky whose countless stars are the creations of My will of love, destined to accept souls in need of development
.... and you will realise that this earth is not the only carrier of beings who
are supposed to ascend and that it is truly not necessary to return the failed
souls to earth again, although it is the only place for achieving the childship
to God, but it cannot be deliberately and repeatedly chosen as a place to
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mature.
And thus the doctrine of frequent re-incarnation on this earth will have
to be declared as a misguided teaching, which needs to be opposed as
being harmful for souls, because it weakens people's will and endangers
the being's sincere change in view of the expectation to be able to make up
for any neglect in a repeated life until ultimate perfection ....
Amen

BD 7312

received 20.03.1959

Re-incarnation ....
You all should know that you cannot deliberately repeat your earthly
progress as a human being, you have to make use of this unique opportuni
if you don't want to be plagued by bitter remorse one day because you
entered the spiritual kingdom in an immature state. e assumption that
you can repeat earthly life as o en as you like until you have reached the
degree of perfection lets you strive half-heartedly for perfection. As a result,
this teaching is detrimental for your soul's salvation, it is a danger, as due
to this teaching many people neglect to improve their soul in the hope to
make up for their failure in another life. But this teaching is misguided ....
Your embodiment as a human being is a gi of grace which you should fully
utilise, because your process of development is ﬁnished once you enter the
kingdom of the beyond, and any further development depends on your
attitude in the spiritual kingdom, which can vary considerably .... With
good will, the light beings'active help and eﬀective intercession by people
you can still progress in the beyond and achieve beatitude, but you will
need to employ far more strength than on earth .... however, you can also
descend if you are completely obstinate and ill-willed at heart.
In this state it would be a truly undivine act to allow you another embodiment on earth which would never assure your spiritual progress, because
free will is always decisive, and because of free will you lose your past
memory. But with good will you can also attain this maturi in the spiritual kingdom, which will guarantee you a transmission of light and thus
a degree of happiness, which can constantly be increased .... And then you
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will have no more desire for life in the ﬂesh and to experience another
incarnation on earth ....
It can happen in individual cases for very special reasons, but they should
never be considered to be the norm and used as justiﬁcation for the doctrine of re-incarnation. For the issue is not that people could not attain
a particular degree of maturi .... because Jesus Christ died on the cross
so that a human being can gain complete freedom from the form during a
single life on earth as human being. It is just that the human being's will has
failed and therefore he also has to accept the consequences .... a miserable
state in the spiritual kingdom, which he can neither stop nor change as
he likes. Besides, in accordance with God's will everything ascends, only
the human being's will can be regressively orientated .... And thus it would
contradict God's plan of divine order if a being would be placed by His
will into a previous form which it had not used correctly. is is a misuse
of a gi of grace for which the being has to give account and accept the
consequences.
Re-incarnation can certainly take place in special cases, when souls of
light embody themselves on earth in order to render helpful services, who
express their immense love for suﬀering humani by accepting another
life on earth as human being in order to help people in spiritual distress.
Hence it can be indeed believed that there are people on this earth who
descended from above, but they themselves do not know it, and although
their fellow human beings might suspect it they cannot say so for sure.
But far less believable are assertions that people without any discernible
spiritual mission have incarnated several times on earth already ....
e teaching of re-incarnation is dangerous for people because individual
cases are being generalised, and the person's responsibili during the
short time of his earthly life will be ignored and gives way to carelessness
in someone who believes that he will always be able to make up what he
neglected to do .... e realisation in the kingdom of the beyond will be a
heavy burden to him one day, because no human being will ever be able to
make up for his neglect during his earthly life due to his own fault. He can
certainly still achieve a degree of light there and increase it continuously,
but he will never be able to attain the degree of childship to God, which
can only be attained on earth .... And in addition, he also runs the great
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risk to descend even further in the spiritual kingdom if he does not take the
opportuni and endeavours to ascend with the help of the beings of light
....
Amen

Misguided teaching about eternal damnation
BD 4488

received 17.11.1948

Heaven and hell ....
I will not let anyone who gives himself to Me as My Own fall ever again.
But anyone who remains in opposition to Me is in great danger of losing
the strength of My love completely and becoming hardened in his fundamental substance, an extremely agonising condition which I would like
to prevent. is truth, which has not been concealed from humani from
the start, resulted in the concept of `heaven and hell', of a blissful and a
wretched condition, which in people's imagination is a limited space, until
ultimately the real truth .... the condition .... became less important in their
imagination and only the place remained, visualised by fantasy in every
conceivable way. is gave way to many misguided thoughts so that the
truth is now completely distorted and the human being no longer has any
knowledge of what heaven and hell really mean.
Life and death are heaven and hell .... Busy, joyful activi in the most
brightly radiating light is life .... Weakness, helplessness and deepest darkness are death .... And every condition can continually increase in both
directions until the ﬁnal aim, blissful union with Me or deepest descent,
inﬁnite distance from Me, has been reached .... Inconceivable is the bliss
of the former, inconceivable is also the torment and suﬀering of the condemned, who languish for eternities and have no strength for redemption.
It is these souls you should consider ....
It is a misguided teaching that there is no salvation from hell, that these
souls are eternally condemned by Me .... It is not I Who condemns them
but they themselves who have chosen damnation, not I Who pushed them
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into the abyss, but they themselves aimed towards the deepest point. However, My love leaves nothing so far away forever and therefore there is
even salvation from hell, since I died on the cross for these beings too and
accepted their guilt, because My love is greater than My wrath, than My
justice. Even hell will have to let go of its last victims, i.e. even the hardest
matter will be disintegrated one day, freeing the spirits within for the purpose of ascending to life .... Because hell, as you humans imagine, does not
consist of an eternally blazing source of ﬁre, it is not a place which contains
the condemned. Hell is an indescribably agonizing condition, a condition
which starts on earth when people do not acknowledge Me, hence they
disassociate themselves from Me and remain without the strength of My
love. ey certainly continue to live their physical life without Me and as
yet do not feel the weak condition, which their distance from Me entails,
as torment, but as soon as their bodily life is over the agony starts: the
consciousness to be completely without strength and yet to exist ....
It is still possible at ﬁrst to let go of the resistance if the soul listens to the
advice of knowing beings, but these opportunities are rarely valued and
the soul descends ever deeper, the distance to Me gets ever greater and
the weakness increases until the ﬁnal hardening takes place .... the new
banishment into most solid matter ..... en an inﬁnitely long developmental period will have passed unsuccessfully for the spiritual substance
which was once bound in matter and then set free as a human being in
order to voluntarily strive for shedding every physical restraint. at it has
failed is his free will because I truly do not withhold direct admonishments
and warnings. But hell has a far greater attraction than heaven .... and the
human being strives with utmost zeal towards matter again which the soul
had long overcome. And therefore it is also his fate .... matter will once
again be the shell for the spiritual substance which had failed its ﬁnal test
of will.
Hell has opened its gates wide, and countless souls will enter the darkness
voluntarily ..... Hell will triumph, i.e. its prince will have, as far as numbers
are concerned, great success, but I will extort all these souls from him by
placing them into the new creation again, and at the same time remove My
adversary's every power over these beings by banishing him into the center
of earth .... that is, he will be given the hardest cover as a constraint, which
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he will be unable to leave again until the will of humans gives him power
once more, by people desiring material goods and increasingly distancing
themselves from Me again. en he will ﬁght for the souls again and this
contest will be permitted so that the souls can prove themselves by choosing
between Me and him, because without the right decision no person can
achieve blissfulness ....
Amen

BD 7910

received 04.06.1961

Doctrine of damnation is misguided teaching ....
Do not fear to become lost when you carry Me in your heart .... do not
believe that an avenging God will punish you for your sins, that He has no
mercy, that He will condemn you forever .... I Am a God of love and mercy,
and will always help you to ascend from the abyss into which you plunged
yourselves of your own free will. As a result of your sins you have placed
yourselves into a wretched state; you created the state of suﬀering you ﬁnd
yourselves in .... Yet I will always support you to ﬁnd your way back out of
the abyss, time a er time I will help you to become blessed again as you
were in the beginning. You wanted the evil yourselves and drew it close to
you, the eﬀect of your past voluntary aspiration and action could never be
happiness but has resulted in a miserable state ....
But your God and Father loves you because you came forth from His
love .... and this love will never cease. Hence it will always endeavour to
encourage you back, it will do everything to grant you a blissful fate, but
it does require your free will. Since you once le Me voluntarily, since you
once burdened yourselves with a grave sin, you also have to return to Me of
your own free will again, you have to realise your guilt, you have to regret
it and ask Me for forgiveness .... and everything will be as it was in the
beginning, you will be blissfully happy in your relationship with Me ....
us you may always believe in a God of love and mercy .... for although
I Am also a righteous God I will nevertheless not leave you to your selfchosen destiny or inﬂict punishments on you .... It is therefore wrong to
say that I condemn you for your sins .... instead I meet this attitude with
the act of My love and compassion: My sacriﬁcial death on the cross on
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behalf of your sins. If I wanted to condemn you eternally for your past guilt
of sin My act of Salvation truly would not have been necessary. But I gave
you the proof of My love and mercy .... I sacriﬁced Myself, I died for you, I
surrendered My life on the cross for your guilt of sin ....
From this alone you can see that the doctrine of eternal damnation is a
misguided doctrine, because My act of Salvation proves the opposite .... it
gives evidence to you of a God of love and mercy, Who sacriﬁces Himself in
order to redeem your guilt, Who therefore will not ever eternally condemn
you .... A punishing God is not the true image of Me and My Being, I
Am love and will never plunge My living beings into even greater misery
than they already experienced through their apostasy from Me .... I want to
regain them and therefore took their guilt upon Myself in order to redeem
it, because I took pi on the destiny of the fallen souls and I wanted to help
them to ascend.
But the living creation .... the human being in the last stage on earth .... can
also refuse to accept My mercy and remain obstinately far away from Me,
then he will stay wretched indeed and create his own fate of damnation
which, however, he can stop at any time by merely approaching Me, by
acknowledging My act of Salvation and by calling upon it .... He will always
ﬁnd in Me a loving Father Who wants to help His child, Who Himself
longs for His child and will at all times support him .... He merely respects
the free will of the child and does not force it to return. But then it will
suﬀer an unhappy fate until the voluntary return to Me has taken place
....
I AM a God of love and mercy .... But righteousness, which is part of
My perfect nature too, does not permit Me to provide you with a blissful
fate since it was your own fault that you became sinful .... You ﬁrst have
to accept the atonement of your guilt through My salvation, you have to
acknowledge Me in Jesus Christ and want to belong to those for whom I
shed My blood on the cross .... And truly, you will no longer speak of a
God of wrath, Who condemns you mercilessly .... You will experience My
love on yourselves, for He Who took your past guilt of sin upon Himself
and atoned it, wants to unite with you again and permeate you with His
strength of love, and you will be and remain blissfully happy for all eterni
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....
Amen

Eﬀect of misguided teachings in the beyond
BD 6462

received 27.01.1956

Eﬀect of misguided teachings in the beyond ....
Many incorrect thoughts were imparted to humani which, however, has
been people's own fault or the powers of darkness could not have caused
such devastating work. With a bit of thought people could have recognised
that they were not given the truth, but they neglected to do this and
thoughtlessly accepted everything. ese misguided teachings are now so
entrenched in human thought that it is diﬃcult to expel them, but the
danger rests in the fact that ever more misguided teachings will emerge
from this error. No spiritual progress can be achieved, neither on earth
nor in the kingdom of the beyond, as long as such misguided teachings
are not corrected and thus rendered harmless, which can only be done by
imparting the pure truth again. But it is diﬃcult to correct every (single)
doctrine, because the understanding of it requires a clear description of the
divine plan of love and salvation, which will subsequently prove the futili
of such wrong teachings, so that every error becomes evident if a person
genuinely wants to know the truth.
When a soul enters the spiritual kingdom fraught with erroneous thoughts,
it will continue to exist with its misconceptions and will never achieve
spiritual progress .... It will hardly accept the truth, and it is far more
diﬃcult to guide someone, who deems himself knowledgeable, into truth
than someone completely ignorant, who is more willing to accept being
taught, who thus is willing to accept the truth. e former will only start
to think when they are feeling dissatisﬁed and are permanently living in
darkness or in very faint twilight .... providing they are not hostile ....but it
will not give them a sense of happiness .... en they will start to ponder
the false promises which they had held on to on earth as sacred gospel.
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In order to encourage such souls to reﬂect on and accept the truth, they
o en have to spend a very long time in disagreeable spheres .... so that
they will remember the misguided teachings, follow them and still not
experience an improvement of their situation .... Only then will they begin
to doubt, and only then can they be approached by the bearers of truth who
will slowly help them to change their way of thinking .... But it o en takes a
long time before the truth begins to dawn on the soul. Consequently, one of
the most important tasks by the labourers in the Lord's vineyard is to take
action against error and falsehood on earth already and to make people
aware that they are wasting their time .... Even if they don't believe it they
will remember these warnings sooner when they pass away from this earth,
which results in faster understanding in the kingdom of the beyond.
Time and again people should be reminded that everything they comply
with is futile unless they give priori to the commandment of love for God
and one's neighbour .... eir attention should be quite candidly drawn to
the misguided teachings .... and there are many of them .... ey should be
reminded that God only asks people to love in order to be able to admit
them into His kingdom .... that without love everything else is worthless
for the soul. And even if it incenses people, their souls will thank you one
day when they have le their earthly cover. And when they ﬁnd themselves
in a poor and inadequate state and cannot explain it, they will remember
your advice and in view of their state also realise the truth .... en they
will be grateful when the truth is given to them, because only this can help
them to ascend, only through truth can they achieve beatitude ....
Amen

BD 8693

received 05.12.1963

Eﬀect of misguided teachings in the beyond ....
Many more errors will still have to be corrected by Me if human beings
are to live in truth. People's thoughts are thoroughly lead astray, one
misguided teaching leads to many other misguided teachings, and people
cannot escape from them, they are representing a truth which was given
to them by people who did not have the truth themselves because their
spirit was unenlightened. And countless many souls enter the spiritual
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kingdom in this lightless state. Even then they still defend their doctrines
and cannot be convinced that their reasoning was wrong, and will remain
wrong as long as they do not accept a light which shines for them in the
beyond too but which they have to accept of their own free will. e battle
between light and darkness even rages in the kingdom of the beyond, for
time and again the beings of light try to kindle a light for those of dark
spirit, but their endeavour is frequently in vain since the souls hold on to
their misconceptions. And yet, the latter cannot understand why they do
not experience beatitude although they believe to have done everything on
earth in order to gain it.
And as long as they do not understand that My will is in fact diﬀerent from
what they were told on earth .... as long as they do not realise the irrelevance
of what had been demanded of them .... as long as they do not recognise
that I make other demands on people than to comply with ecclesiastical
customs and external appearances, that I only expect love from people and
only assess a person in accordance with his degree of love and that his
beatitude will depend on his degree of love .... the souls will not experience
an enviable fate, even if they are not languishing in deepest darkness.
But they argue and do not comprehend the state of their wretchedness,
indeed, they frequently reproach themselves for not having suﬃciently
fulﬁlled the ceremonies and humanly decreed commandments, and as a
result are not yet admitted into beatitude. It could be theirs in a very short
time if only they would accept the light beings'teachings or get a small
light where the ray of light is transmitted to earth, where purest truth is
distributed and avidly accepted by all famished souls .... But they are just
as stubborn in the kingdom of the beyond as they were on earth and reject
everything which disagrees with their opinion, and the adversary still has
immense power over these fanatics ....
For even in the kingdom of the beyond they fail to help each other which
would increase their degree of love and decrease their rejection of light ....
ey cannot make any progress in the spiritual kingdom because love is
the strength that helps the soul to ascend in the spiritual kingdom too. But
love is also the light, and even in the kingdom of the beyond they can love
each other, for in a state devoid of bliss there is still hardship and misery,
and one soul will always be able to help another .... en the souls'thoughts
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will become ever more enlightened, they will question each other and
will certainly receive an answer .... But love always comes ﬁrst, and those
souls'big spiritual misconception rests in the fact that they superseded love
by what human folly had elevated into a `divine doctrine'.... that they
always complied with human demands ﬁrst and ignored divine demands
.... And their condition will eternally not change unless they put love ﬁrst
and, due to their loving will to help other souls, begin to recognise the pure
truth, which will then give them unlimited beatitude ....
It is for this reason that every human being, whose thoughts had been
misguided on earth but whose will to love and to take action had reached a
high degree, will suddenly realise the truth in the kingdom of the beyond
and will readily let go of misconceptions. He will endeavour to pass his
knowledge on to other souls because he recognises the immense harm
caused by error and because his love urges him to help alleviate spiritual
blindness. His inﬂuence can be extraordinary beneﬁcial because he had
held the same thoughts on earth which he now can justi to be wrong,
and therefore be successful with souls who just listen to him. Error is the
worst poison for human souls and the ﬁght of light against darkness will
therefore continue relentlessly, and one day the light will surely win ....
e human being, however, is free to choose between light and darkness,
he will not be forced and can make a free decision .... but everything will
be done to make him aware of the truth while he is still on earth. But the
beings of light do not cease their eﬀorts even in the beyond, for only the
soul who knows the truth can become blessed ....
Amen
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Misguided teaching about the futility of
loving intercession
BD 8611

received 09.09.1963

Intercession for souls in the beyond .... I.
I repeatedly emphasize that people still live in too much darkness and that
therefore a light shall be kindled for them. But much is described as light
which is more likely to intensi the darkness. For deceptive lights emerge
from My adversary and are transmitted to people by spiritual powers who
have no authori to teach but who express themselves where contacts to
the spiritual world are established which can be intervened by immature
spirits, because the conditions that guarantee the transmission of pure
truth do not yet exist .... My adversary will always aim not to lose his
followers, and therefore he will try to prevent people from loving activi
of any kind. First and foremost he will try to stop the souls from leaving
the abyss, from coming out of the darkness into the light of day. us
he will do whatever it takes in order to prevent the souls being released
from the abyss, if they entered the kingdom of the beyond still not having
found faith in Jesus Christ. Such souls can only be helped through loving
intercession because this means certain rescue from the fall into the abyss,
from the worst darkness .... But this is what he wants to prevent people
to do, since loving intercession is the only means to strengthen the will
of these unfortunate souls, so that they become receptive to the teachings
given to them in the kingdom of the beyond by spiritual guides ....
All unredeemed souls lack the strength to improve their situation. ey
depend on loving intercession by people which in turn gives them strength
without any kind of obligation .... No being will be able to resist love
forever, and that is what the adversary wants to prevent ....
If a human being willingly accepts to be taught by the spirit within himself,
he will always receive truthful clariﬁcation .... But if the working of the
spirit in the human being is questionable, if he does not receive knowledge
from Me directly but from beings in the spiritual kingdom which he cannot
control himself, he should be cautious and seriously scrutinise whether the
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imparted teachings correspond to truth .... For then he can easily become
Satan's helper if he spreads spiritual knowledge which contradicts the truth.
It is easily veriﬁed if a person uses love as a guideline ....
Does it corresponds to My love and wisdom to deny help to an unhappy
being? Would I allow a being, which is longing for redemption and light,
to remain imprisoned by Satan's claws?
Only the being's will decides whether it accepts help, but help will never
be denied, Satan will never be granted this power, for I will never condemn
but only ever try to rescue the souls from the abyss. And this salvation ....
if the soul itself is too weak .... can only take place by means of strength
of love which is imparted to poor souls by people or by the beings of light
.... And loving intercession by someone on earth has the eﬀect of strength
which beneﬁts the soul and fortiﬁes its will .... but the will of the soul will
be complied with. e fact that My act of Salvation is continued in the
kingdom of the beyond has its foundation in My immense love for all My
living creations .... Time and again I will help the fallen beings to ascend,
although I respect their free will.
A person's love on earth for such unredeemed, unhappy souls is a ﬂow of
strength which touches the souls and can stimulate their will to accept the
instructions which they are also able to receive in the spiritual kingdom,
providing them at ﬁrst with a faint light which will increase in proportion
to their willingness of accepting instructions. My love has no end, it also
applies to these souls, and I will never allow the adversary to stop them
when they look for the path to the light .... So I continually entrust these
souls to people that they may remember them in silent intercession and
truly, no soul will be lost who is remembered in loving intercession.
Preaching people the futili of intercession for souls in the beyond is a truly
satanic doctrine. is teaching cannot have originated from Me since it is
completely contrary to My plan of Salvation, which includes the kingdom
of the beyond, and everyone on earth can participate simply through loving
intercession ....
Time and again I say to you that you could redeem all inhabitants of hell
by virtue of intercession .... For My adversary is powerless in the face of
love, love will seize from his hands every soul he would like to keep captive
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.... Compared to love he has no strength, and thus he wants to stop people
from acting with love by lying to you humans about the eﬀectiveness of
your loving intercession. And he ﬁnds willing people who accept such error
and eagerly endorse it as truth .... And if these people would consider that
their doctrines totally contradict My love and wisdom, they would soon
realise their error themselves, for I will always try to redeem and never
condemn the souls. And every human being who is willing to love will
support Me in this act of Salvation so that I, for the sake of their love, can
bestow strength and yet do not act in opposition to the law of eternal order
....
Amen

BD 8616

received 14.09.1963

Intercession for souls in the beyond ....
II. Reply to the doctrine that only `qualiﬁed'praying men are entitled to pray
for souls ....
I will only ever explain the Gospel of love to you, because you will achieve
your task in earthly life when you accept this Gospel, when you fulﬁl the
commandments of love for God and your fellow human beings. Hence you
need only ever ask yourselves whether your thoughts, words and conduct
correspond to My commandments of love. But only the love which is
kindled deep within your heart will be required, for I cannot be satisﬁed
with mere words and gestures .... And thus all labours of love have to
be done unselﬁshly, since the expectation of reward diminishes love, and
then the deeds will merely be valued by worldly standards. e innermost
feeling of wanting to help and to bring happiness will always be decisive.
When I ask you to live a life of love I mean selﬂess, giving love, only this
will result in your maturi . But this pure, divine, selﬂess love unites you
with Me, and whatever you ask of Me in this love for your neighbour will
be given to him, be it an easing of earthly hardship or the conveyance of
spiritual values .... Your love for your neighbour will always accomplish it.
Prayers without love, which are m spoken by the mouth but do not arise
from the bottom of your heart .... might just as well not have been spoken,
for they do not reach My ear and therefore cannot be answered either.
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But since the actual the purpose of earthly life is to do works of love, I will
not stop preaching love either. I will only ever assign the labourers in My
vineyard to spread the Gospel of love, to appeal to every human heart and
stimulate it into selﬂess activi of love .... at I will never prevent a person
from doing a kind deed .... goes without saying. It only matters that he is
lively and prompted by love, because I ignore formalities since they are
worthless for a person's soul. us I Myself shall assess the human being's
will, and only I know whether or not his heart is involved in everything he
thinks, says or does.
You humans should always just preach love, but you may never prevent
people from doing kind deeds .... which also include the prayer for the
deceased .... For do you know the degree of maturi of those who pray?
.... And do you not cause doubts in people you caution about such prayers?
Do you believe that they can judge for themselves whether their prayers
are heard by Me? .... Do you also want to stop those from praying who are
worried about their deceased and would like to help them or they would
not be praying in the ﬁrst place? .... You will cast doubts into their hearts,
because a humble person is not convinced of his maturi , and only that
should quali him to pray for those souls ..... And who can claim to have
such a profound basis of faith that only his prayers are valuable?
Judging a prayer's value should be le to Me alone, because I even value
every soul's will to help, and truly, I will shield every praying person
from My adversary's power. Only emp lip-prayers are worthless, but such
praying men are still subject to My adversary's power or their faith would be
alive and their prayer would come from their hearts. us you should not
warn against prayers for the deceased, because it is not true that a praying
person becomes subject to My adversary due to his prayer. A prayer just
cannot be answered by Me if it is merely voiced by the mouth. And such
prayers will truly not save the souls from the adversary .... ese praying
people need not fear his revenge because they do not take any souls from
him.
Let Me tell you that I only want to correct your thinking which became
misguided, because you did not get such teaching material from Me, as
it contradicts the truth which I send to earth for a light to shine in the
darkness which was spread across humani by My opponent. Wherever
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a spark of love is kindled the human being draws nearer to Me, and only
such a spark of love will prompt a human being to pray for souls in the
beyond ..... And a person like that is not without faith or he would deny
all continuation of life a er death and never forward a prayer for the souls
....
Amen

BD 8960

received 07.04.1965

Love recognises the error in the beyond ....
Intercession ....
Everything that still is and has to remain hidden from you on earth,
because your state of maturi would not be able to comprehend it, will
be revealed to you. But as soon as you enter (the kingdom of the beyond)
with just a small amount of knowledge you will know that you can raise
your awareness at any time .... You will know that you only need to be
actively loving in order to receive without measure. But you need to have
this small glimmer of light, then you will automatically get to the place
where further knowledge is available, and your higher development will
continue. And your longing to hear increasingly more intensiﬁes the more
knowledge you are given, because My gi s are unlimited but they always
have to be wholeheartedly desired .... And thus, every human being living
with love on earth also knows that he has a light which illuminates the path
he has to travel. Only love will be taken into account, and thus the soul's
state corresponds to its degree of love when it enters the spiritual kingdom.
But then it will also recognise the error as such and detach itself from
it, for no beatitude can be expected from error. Misconception confuses
(people's) thoughts and has to be preceded by a long struggle before the
soul is released from it ....
e fact that most people pass away from earth with misconceptions would
be of little consequence had the person overcome his selﬁshness and lived
in unselﬁsh neighbourly love. en he would automatically arrive in places
where a light is shining, where it is either radiated to earth or conveyed to
him by the messengers of light. Hence his fate depends on the degree of his
love, and only I can recognise this since no thought is hidden from Me. If
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a human being endeavours to reach Me .... if he is only interested in doing
what pleases Me, he has proven that he wants to fulﬁl his task on earth. If
he then takes the wrong path, which makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd Me, then his
will for Me is taken into account and I will help him to attain perfection.
But only a person who accepts his neighbour as his brother can love Me,
because selﬂess neighbourly love is always proof of love for Me .... given that
I ignore mere words without a living faith. In that case, however, the soul
will not disassociate itself from error either, because only love is the light
which provides the soul with a glimmer of knowledge. en the person's
entry into the kingdom of the beyond is just a continuation of what was
more important to him than his love for Me, then he remains subject to
error until he is able to free himself from it. But since you humans on earth
do not know in what state a person leaves earthly life, and you cannot
be directly informed of it either because you should forward intercessory
thoughts for all souls, this intercession is indeed necessary if you want to
protect each soul from a potentially very long time before it can free itself
from error. You can only be certain that outright souls of love will enter the
spheres of light, all other souls require your intercession. And they will be
truly grateful to you for it, a er all, only a loving prayer sent to Me will be
helpful .... and not the prayers of congregations, which are intended to help
the soul to beatitude.
Remember the deceased, and let them know that you want to give them My
Word to enlighten them, which is food and drink for the souls, nourishment
to strengthen them, because many souls are still suﬀering great hardship
by living in twilight, if they are not entirely engulfed by profound darkness.
Even then you can release these souls through heartfelt prayer, they will
feel blissful relief and gradually let go of their opposition to Me .... I want
all souls to ﬁnd salvation even now, I don't want them to be devoured again
by the abyss. I want that Jesus Christ's act of Salvation is brought to them
time and again, which they will comprehend ever better the more light they
are given. For loving intercession is strength which will beneﬁt every soul
you pray for .... All souls appeal to you for this because they are unhappy as
long as they have not found salvation through Jesus Christ, Who died on
the cross for all sins ....
Amen
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The vineyard worker’s task: To confront error
with truth
BD 4174

received 23.11.1947

Call to work ....
e mission of God's servants ....
How you will hear My call to work for Me and My kingdom depends
on each of My servants'state of maturi on earth, because I need many
labourers in My vineyard and everyone who is ready will be given the task
he can meet in accordance with his abili , which again depends on his
soul's maturi . One person will feel an inner urge to speak about spiritual
things, to attract people to Me and lead his fellow human beings into faith,
he will be called by Me through an inner desire. I will eﬀectively place this
task into his feeling and he will accept this feeling and comply with the
inner desire.
Another person will hear the inner voice; he will follow an inwardly
prompted train of thought. He will be unable to detach himself from ideas
which will motivate him so much that he will have to discuss them, and
I will bring him into contact with people to whom he can talk about his
thoughts and enter into spiritual conversations which inspire the fellow
human being to dwell on it, and thus he will likewise be invited to My
kingdom.
But I will also make Myself audibly heard to My servants, whose particularly advanced state of maturi allows for it. I will tell them clearly and
understandably how they should work for Me, where they should go and
what they should teach. And they will have a very special mission .... they
will, encouraged by My spirit within themselves, preach My Word where
My adversary is openly active .... where misguided teachings are spread by
people who also call themselves My servants but who have not yet received
the pure truth from Me because they refuse to accept it.
is mission requires a special abili .... it requires the gi of oratory, which
My servant need not have but which will be given to him during his time of
working for Me because he will have attained a certain degree of maturi
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allowing the working of My spirit through him. But at the same time the
person has to intellectually grasp what he, prompted by My spirit, is saying.
He has to be able to cope with hostile attacks and disprove any contention
of My Word. Although he indeed merely has the task to spread My Word,
the pure truth from Me, he will also have to speak freely since debates
will arise which make intellectual activi indispensable. Furthermore, the
comprehensively informed challengers have to acknowledge My servant's
spiritual superiori if they are to pay attention to what they will be told,
as they will argue about important and profound problems which can only
be handled by an awakened and spiritually enlightened human being with
Me Myself as a teacher, and therefore also presents himself conﬁdently and
is not afraid to contradict those who pride themselves in being intelligent
and knowledgeable.
ese servants will receive a special call; they will audibly hear My voice
within themselves so that they will be completely certain of My will and
then totally subordinate themselves to it. If they win one of these teachers
over for Me and My doctrine, for the absolute truth, which they can only
receive from Me Myself through you, it will be a great spiritual success
because he, in turn, will then likewise campaign for the truth again and
teach a larger circle, and thereby make My Word available to many people
in its purest form and for the beneﬁt of everyone.
Anyone ordained for this mission can call himself a servant of God with full
conviction because he will speak on My behalf, he will only do My will, he
will be guided by Me and take every step in My company, he will only be My
mouthpiece so that I can manifest Myself to people without infringing their
freedom of faith or will. For this reason I need such servants devoted to Me
during the last days before the end because work has to be done everywhere
and constantly in order to make My pure Word accessible to people, which
is blessed with My strength but which also comes directly from Me and is
sent to earth in order to liberate people from misconceptions ....
Amen
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BD 5205

received 05.09.1951

Fighters for truth ....
Misguided teachings ....
You task is to teach .... to spread the truth amongst people, to disperse the
darkness which engulfs and prevents them from feeling the beneﬁt of the
light. As long as his spirit is still in the dark the human being is taking the
wrong path, for the right path is called truth .... Truth only comes forth
from Me and leads back to Me again. You humans should understand that
I cannot make any concessions concerning your beatitude .... Understand
that I, the Eternal Truth, cannot be tolerant of lies or errors .... Understand
that I transmit the truth to earth because you need to know it, because
every day lived without truth is lost to you. Only truth portrays Me as I
Am, and only a true representation of Me enables you to love Me and
thereby attain beatitude. Every wrong teaching is My adversary's attempt
to distort My image and lessen your love for Me. Every wrong teaching is
a good foundation for new misguided teachings, and soon you are faced
by an inextricable thicket which no longer lets the light shine through to
illuminate your spirit.
And therefore I prepare bearers of light for Myself who are to bring the truth
to you humans, thus I ﬁrst guide them into the truth and instruct them
to bring illumination wherever it may be. I frequently confront misguided
teachings with the truth so that they can oppose each other, because I want
to raise doubts in people's hearts, because only a doubter will start to think
and look for truth. e teaching I gave to people on earth has been so
inﬁltrated by error from the human side that it no longer has a healing
eﬀect on people .... And therefore I want to puri it; therefore I give it to
you in its purest form again and make sure that this teaching is conveyed
to people of good will. Anyone who wants to accept it will gain utmost
blessing, anyone who rejects it also has to accept the consequences ....
Nevertheless, I need messengers to spread My pure truth on earth, I need
disciples to whom I can say once again: go and teach all nations .... us
I need apostles who speak in My name on earth and proclaim My Word
to people. And these should courageously confront the representatives of
misguided teachings, because the oﬃce to which I have called them is to
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unhesitatingly confront error with truth, to freely explain what damage is
caused to the soul as long as it is wrongly educated, as long as it is not living
in truth which alone leads to Me. Although you humans can certainly strive
to attain Me in spite of misguided teachings it is, however, a futile eﬀort, for
you need to understand that error and lie are not Mine but My adversary's
doing and that every ascent is therefore prevented (made impossible).
Furthermore, My adversary's works can never result in progress, only truth
will help you to ascend.
I cannot make concessions and assess the error the same as the truth, I can
only acknowledge good will and bless it by making the truth available to
you, but then you will also have to be receptive, you should not close your
eyes to the truth or your will is going to fail .... You have to long for Me and
thus for truth, and then you will surely receive it. But do not assume that
I agree with you if you want to hold on to your misconceptions. Anyone
who receives the truth from Me is also able to examine and recognise it
as truth, for I do not demand the impossible from you. But anyone who
receives it from Me should also support it and not shy away from upholding
it, he should not fear to appear too harsh since error cannot be emphasized
harshly enough since it is My adversary's work who is manifestly turning
against Me ....
Error and lies cause hopeless confusion and strip a person of all realisation;
they are not light but come forth from intense darkness. erefore you
should proceed boldly against error and untruth, because you have a
weapon in truth which will assure your victory. I have chosen you as My
ﬁghters, and you should ﬁght with the sword of your tongue, you should
not be afraid to remove your fellow human being's childish faith .... as it
will not help a person to attain perfection as long as it is wrong. But you
can replace it with something good, pure and extremely eﬀective, the truth,
which you have received from Me Myself. You will be able to give them
more than you take away, you will seize their soul from My adversary's
power and lead it back to Me ....
Amen
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BD 8555

received 11.07.1963

Accepting truth is a commitment ....
Errors ....
You are supposed to spread the truth .... at is the task you accepted
voluntarily and which you should now put into practice if you want to
serve Me as My disciples in the last days. But to spread the truth also
includes ﬁghting against error as soon as an error becomes evident to you.
I keep telling you that you cannot be tolerant where it concerns the pure
truth from Me, that you should support it ﬁrmly and not, due to alleged
tolerance, allow for a continued existence of error .... You should denounce
it as error and not shy away from proceeding against it, because it is My
adversary's doing and will never serve to provide beneﬁt for the human
soul.
And especially you, who recognise the error because you have been instructed in the truth by Me Myself .... should not shy away from it, because
you have the right to ﬁght it. You are sent by My amongst people as bearers
of light with an ample supply of spiritual knowledge that justiﬁes your
actions against error because you are able to refute and decry it as a work of
My adversary .... He is at work where error exists because only purest truth
originates from Me, but he constantly tries to undermine the pure truth.
e human being has free will which will be seized by the direction of its
choice. If he looks for contact with Me he will be given pure truth indeed,
and he should work with it too, i.e. he should pass it on to his fellow human
beings whose thoughts remain misguided as long as they are not educated
by Me Myself as the eternal truth.
My adversary will try to work in the same manner and will also be successful
with people who are not aware of the great responsibili , who do not
understand what it means to receive purest truth and to pass it on .... who
do not fear error as it should be feared and who therefore do not inwardly
resist when My adversary tries to convey error to them. My adversary will
also disguise himself as an angel of light but he will not be able to deceive
you, My bearers of light. You will recognise his activi and then should
also take action against it, since this is the task which you have volunteered
to do for Me.
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Wherever you recognize wrong thoughts you should enlighten your fellow
human beings about the pure truth, you should help them to let go of the
error and realise what is right. Show them their wrong opinion clearly and
openly, so that they, too, will arrive at the truth and deliver themselves from
My adversary, who is still able to inﬂuence them because he still somehow
has a claim on those he plunged into error due their similar inclinations ....
It is not advisable to abandon such a misguided person, rather, he should
be helped to recognise his error and agree to accept the truth, only then
will he derive a beneﬁt from it himself, and only then will he, too, be a true
vineyard labourer for Me.
A bearer of truth cannot be tolerant and leave his fellow human beings
in error due to kindness .... He should clearly point out that the other
person does not think correctly, that he was inﬂuenced by My adversary
irrespective of how the error was imparted to him .... For the adversary will
always be able to interfere with a person's thoughts who is not so intimately
in contact with Me that I can protect him .... But it is certain that I Myself do
not transmit spiritual knowledge to a person which does not correspond to
the truth, and this has to be clear to the person, otherwise My love, wisdom
and might could in fact be doubted .... It follows that a direct transmission
of My Word to a person cannot have taken place if it is associated with error
....
You humans cannot be careful enough and always have to fear the adversary's inﬂuence as long as you do not give yourselves to Me completely
and ask for My protection, which I will truly grant everyone who sincerely
wants to live in utmost truth and pass it on to his fellow human beings
in turn, if they are destined by Me for this truth .... Error is true poison
for the human soul, consequently you should take action against it and
repeatedly oppose it with truth, since you received it from Me because it is
necessary that light should shine into the darkness .... Your free will allows
the inﬂux of misguided thoughts, for if you would inwardly resist them
in the awareness only to serve the pure truth, misguided mental concepts
could not become established in you .... But I can never acknowledge that
something which contradicts the pure truth has originated from Me .... You
therefore should only ever make sure to spread purest truth and declare
uncompromising war on error, and you will act in accordance with My will
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and on My behalf ....
Amen

BD 8942

received 23.02.1965

Souls in the beyond participate in teachings ....
You should always accept My instructions for only I can oﬀer you truth,
only I can provide you with the nourishment and drink which your soul
requires in order to perfect itself. Although the time until the end is brief
you will still be able to do much work in My vineyard, because just a single
spiritual thought will attract untold souls in the beyond who gather around
you, who all want to participate in order to receive food and drink, and
whom I support in every conceivable manner. ese souls shall partake in
what I give to you and work with it in turn, and thus no vineyard work
whatsoever is done in vain. ey frequently ask questions which I will
answer through you, for they have a considerable desire for knowledge,
especially if they did not receive the correct explanation on earth .... if they
were taught wrongly and now realise that their misguided knowledge is of
no use to them.
eir most important question concerns a truthful explanation about Jesus
Christ and His act of Salvation, and they cannot be informed o en enough
of the fact that they need to appeal to Him for their forgiveness of sin ....
Only when they take the path to Him, when they have carried their entire
guilt under His cross may they take pleasure in the light. en they will
receive My emanation of grace at the same time, then they may receive the
light directly from Me. As soon as they gather around you they already have
the will to receive a light, and then they only have to take a small step to
ﬁnd Jesus Christ and entrust themselves to Him. is work is so necessary
for the souls in the beyond because it has an immense eﬀect and signiﬁes
a countermeasure for the one who had already extended his hand to pull
them into the abyss. Once the souls have found their way to you they will
stay in contact with you, because My love has seized them and will never
exclude them ....
But all these souls need to be informed of the truth, because every error is
like a shadow that confuses their senses, and the souls had been subject to
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many errors during their earthly lives, which they gradually have to lose
and thus need to know the truth. For this reason truthful information is
conveyed to you humans on earth or you would have to cope with the same
problems in the beyond, yet you have the great blessing to be taught by the
Eternal Truth Itself. For every wrong concept you hold on to at the time of
your passing from earth will follow you into eterni and can prevent you
from accepting the truth when it is oﬀered to you.
e reason why I draw your attention to so many misguided teachings is
due to the fact that you should not enter the kingdom of the beyond in this
state as well, that you should know the pure truth beforehand already and
can then pass it on to those who also desire to know the truth .... e beings
of the beyond have access to them all, every recipient of truth is surrounded
by countless beings who all want to receive beneﬁcial nourishment from
them .... Hence the study group is vast and is also supported by the beings
of light, who will only be listened to when the souls in the beyond have
already gained a small amount of knowledge through earthly inhabitants.
en they will be open to their instructions too and proceed with their
higher development. ose of you who receive the truth from Me directly
should only ever aim to spread the truth throughout the world. Use every
possible avenue that serves to spread My Word, and you will not have
worked in vain .... For the end cannot be delayed, it is approaching with
absolute certain faster than you think .... it will surprise all people, and
blessed is the person who knows the truth, which you can only gain through
My Word ....
Amen
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Scrutiny of teachings
BD 4740

received 16.09.1949

Responsibili for accepting misguided teachings ....
It is very diﬃcult for people to disassociate themselves from knowledge
they were taught from an early age on and which they therefore do not
want to renounce as misguided. ey accepted this knowledge without
thinking about it and since their education is not their fault they cannot,
at ﬁrst, be held responsible for accepting wrong doctrines. Nevertheless,
as soon as they are able to use their intellect themselves it is their du to
scrutinise whether this spiritual knowledge is true. And they will have to
be answerable as to whether they used their intellect as soon as they were
able to do so. ey should not accept all spiritual values as truth without
scrutiny, neither will they be able to justi themselves on the basis that
they have received this knowledge and are therefore innocent if they had
endorsed it during their earthly life. ey forget that they are responsible
for their souls. ey forget that I do not punish them but that they punish
themselves, that is, that they remain in their state of imperfection, which
can never result in their bliss .... but that I cannot release them from this
state because their redemption requires their active free will which they,
however, did not use correctly or they would have used their intellect to
examine these spiritual doctrines.
ey remained passive. To a certain
extent they allowed themselves to be imposed upon by something which
they could just as well have rejected if they had wanted to.
e fact that people are answerable for their souls means that they have to
recognise their guilt, that they have to realise that their wretched position
was their own fault and justly identi and admit their own neglect, thus
they cannot unburden themselves at the expense of those who instructed
them wrongly. Indeed, these teachers, too, will one day have to be accountable according to their guilt, yet someone who accepts misguided teachings
will not be exonerated from guilt, since I have given the human being
intellect which he should use for the salvation of his soul ﬁrst. Anyone who
seriously wants the truth will make an eﬀort and ﬁnd it too. And every
instruction oﬀered to the person has to be reviewed if it claims to be true.
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us the human being is du bound to compare the spiritual knowledge
imparted to him with those teachings, and the right will shall also yield the
right results. Yet the state of his soul a er his death depends on the person's
attitude towards the truth conveyed to him by My will .... full of light or
darkness .... For only truth gives light to the soul, whereas error keeps the
soul in darkness in which it had languished at the beginning of its earthly
course of life as a human being but which it could have escaped had it used
its will correctly ....
Amen

BD 5701

received 19.06.1953

`Test the spirits ....'
False Christ's and prophets ....
Test the spirits whether they are of God .... When you accept spiritual
knowledge it is very important to seriously examine its origin .... You
should and need to scrutinise it because you are responsible for your
soul yourselves, which can only beneﬁt from the truth but whose higher
development is endangered by misguided spiritual information. If you
are oﬀered spiritual concepts, i.e. knowledge which cannot be veriﬁed by
earthly means, you need to subject it to serious investigation. You should
know that light and darkness ﬁght each other, that the prince of darkness
ﬁghts against pure truth, that he will try anything to lead people into wrong
thinking and not even shy away from shrouding himself in the garment of
an angel in order to deceive people ....
But you can expose him yourselves, you can test which spirit conveys spiritual knowledge to you. And the criteria you should consider under serious
examination are: whether the conveyed mental information proclaims Jesus Christ as Son of God and Redeemer of the world, whether its message
consists of His doctrine of love and that you are reminded to follow Jesus
.... If so, then you may unconditionally accept it and address God Himself
as the source of knowledge conveyed to you, then you may endorse it as
divine truth. You need not fear to be pushed into misguided thinking by
the spirit of darkness, for he will never acknowledge Jesus Christ, Who has
delivered the world from sin.
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False Christ's and false prophets will arise, and particularly during the last
days before the end .... ey will speak the name of Jesus Christ with their
mouth and yet they will not be true messengers of His divine teaching of
love, because they themselves will not do as they preach or their teachings
are of a worldly nature, therefore they will not be recognisable as true
Christians. And this verbal confession is frequently a disguise which hides
the enemy of truth. ey will not truly believe in Jesus'Words, which He
spoke on earth, or in his promises, for they lack love, the sign of a true
follower of Jesus ....
Consequently their words will be without spirit, they will be without
strength, they cannot be considered as purely divine truth and also need
to be seriously scrutinised. But you can make this test anytime if you, in
the sincere desire for truth, ask God Himself for His help to enlighten
your spirit, to guide your thoughts correctly and to teach you to always
diﬀerentiate between truth and error, and everyone who desires the spirit
of God will receive it ....
Amen

BD 6728

received 04.01.1957

A teacher's du : to examine teaching material ....
It is a great responsibili to oﬀer people spiritual information as long as it is
doubtful whether it corresponds to the truth. Hence anyone, who believes
that he is called to educate his fellow human beings, ﬁrst has to arrive at the
inner conviction that his teaching material is the pure truth. But he can only
gain this inner conviction if he forms his own opinion ﬁrst, if he seriously
examines his acquired knowledge .... And, again, these examinations have
to be conducted with My support, he must sincerely ask Me to enlighten
his spirit, to guide his thoughts correctly, to protect him from misguided
reasoning .... Only then will he be able to diﬀerentiate between truth and
error, and only then is he a true servant to Me, a true messenger of My
Word, who will now be able to work for the beneﬁt of people on earth.
But anyone who unhesitatingly passes on spiritual knowledge which he
has equally unhesitatingly accepted, is not in the right position. He is no
messenger of My Word because he is not in My service but serves someone
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else, and his activi on earth cannot be blessed, for he acts irresponsibly
towards his fellow human beings by leading them into error but asking
them to believe him.
Everyone will now raise the objection that he believes to be true what he is
teaching or spreading .... But it did not even occur to him that he, too, could
have been given the wrong information .... And that in itself is blatant
carelessness, it is a sin of omission, because he did not think about his
spiritual information seriously enough .... When someone wants to work
for Me then it is not unknown to him that I have an opponent .... It is
not unknown to him that light and darkness oppose each other .... us
he knows that the opponent's work intends to darken the light, he knows,
that he spreads error in order to refute the truth .... Consequently he has to
guard himself from being taken in by error and to request My protection
from My adversary's activi , from accepting misconceptions .... And if he
is serious, then I will draw his thoughts'attention to misguided knowledge
and he can be certain that his thinking will clari itself. For I will leave no
human being's thoughts in error who prays to Me for truth.
But anyone who refrains from the latter and yet believes to dwell in truth,
is mistaken .... en he has to come to terms with his wrong information
himself, but it is irresponsible to pass this information on, and therefore
such a person burdens himself with much guilt, even though his listeners,
too, have to do the same when they are instructed: to ﬁrst ask Me Myself
for truth and for enlightenment of thought in order to recognise it as truth
....
You humans examine every commodi for its value .... and thus you
should also examine spiritual information and not accept it thoughtlessly
and without hesitation. Something that does not correspond to truth will
only be detrimental to you, it will never beneﬁt your soul because it can
only reach its goal through truth. Anyone who wants to be a teacher to
his fellow human beings, ﬁrst has to acquaint himself with what he wants
to oﬀer them, and he may and should only pass it on when he is sure of
his teaching material, when he himself is convinced that it is the truth.
And this conviction cannot be imparted to him academically, but he has to
acquire it himself .... He has to desire the pure truth and turn to the Eternal
Truth himself so that it can be bestowed on him .... Heartfelt contact with
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Me needs to be established in advance, but then he can conﬁdently act as
My representative, for he will only ever teach the truth when he wants to
bring Me closer to his fellow human beings, and his work will be blessed
....
Amen

BD 7947

received 22.07.1961

Life of love protects from error ....
I have to emphasize time and again that only truth can bring you joy ....
How o en was error explained to you already and you do not recognise
it as such. By this I only refer to mental concepts which do not relate to
earthly knowledge but extend into the spiritual realm, which you humans
will never be able to prove, which can only be believed.
is mental
information, however, must correspond to the truth if it is to have beneﬁcial
eﬀects .... You can be totally devoid of knowledge and need not endeavour to
learn anything either .... but then your life as a human being is completely
meaningless, for you will never attain its purpose: your perfection. But
if the wrong knowledge is given to you, your earthly life can be equally
pointless, because wrong knowledge is darkness of spirit .... But you should
live in light, only then will you fulﬁl the purpose of your earthly life: your
soul will mature fully, for you will live a conscious life and your conduct
will be in accordance with My will. Consequently, imparting the truth and
accepting it has to be the ﬁrst condition for you to reach your goal ....
But you have free will, and this alone determines your attitude to truth.
Only this determines whether you will ask for truth and want to reject error
.... and then the truth will be oﬀered to you with certain , then you will
walk on earth in the light of truth in every way and arrive at your goal. is
will, however, is only weakly present amongst people, they mostly accept
everything indiﬀerently, and because of their indiﬀerence the error adheres
to them far more .... they do not recognise it as such, and their earthly
life can then have been in vain unless they become spiritually enlightened
through a life of love and are saved from the downfall. And the crucial
factor for a person is his decision to live a life of love, because then he will
also be able to diﬀerentiate between truth and error ....
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And thus, he should consider the divine teaching of love as the ﬁrst and
most important truth .... If he accepts it as pure truth and lives accordingly,
it will be easy for him to recognise wrong teachings concerning the spiritual
realm as misguided, and he will dismiss them .... But if other, humanly
conceived, doctrines are presented to a person as credible they can very
easily take precedence over his love for Me and one's neighbour, or I will
no longer be regarded as the most perfect Being and therefore love cannot
be oﬀered to Me either .... And then error has won already, it has spread
darkness and clouded people's thoughts ....
Only truth will bring you true light .... And all of you are able to attain
truth, for I do not withhold it from anyone who desires it. And you should
know that the desire for truth will grow ever stronger when you fulﬁl the
divine commandments of love. Hence, were love is preached to you, you
will also be instructed in truth, for as soon as a preacher emphasizes the
love for Me and for one's neighbour his thoughts are enlightened and his
words will therefore always be truth .... He will deter misguided spiritual
knowledge and never preach it to you, because he will be prompted by love
to proclaim only the pure truth. And thus My constant reminder to you is
that you should give full expression to My divine teaching of love .... en
you will not run the risk of falling prey to error, and your earthly life will
certainly not be a waste of time .... You will walk brightly lit paths, you will
be thoughtful and spiritually enlightened, for love is the Divine within you,
I will always be present in you when you remain within love .... Only true
thoughts can be where I Am, because I Myself will enlighten you through
the spirit, which only ever will impart pure truth to you ....
Amen

BD 8822

received 27.06.1964

Correction of misguided teachings ....
Truth does not remain pure once it is spread amongst imperfect humani ,
which I had foreseen and therefore spoke the Words `I will guide you
into truth ....', although merely a ﬁrm will would suﬃce to keep it pure.
But people do not muster this will .... And especially divine gi s will be
devalued by the adversary's inﬂuence. It can always be safely assumed that
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My revelations will not remain unchanged either, especially when worldly
interests are involved, when people do not exclusively serve these revelations with the ﬁrm intention to protect them against adverse inﬂuences.
And thus My pure Word can be sent to earth time and again, it will not
remain pure, because there are too few spiritual helpers, and if My divine
Word gets into the hands of worldly minded people it can be expected to
be contaminated again. erefore it is always necessary to convey the pure
truth to earth again ....
And for this I choose the right vessels, people who prepare themselves for
the reception of My ﬂow of spirit, who give Me the assurance that they will
accept the truth without resistance .... who do not oppose it with their own
opinions and who fulﬁl their task correctly .... and who are also distributors
of My divine truth. ey will also have the gi to recognise error which, as
a work of My adversary .... thus under the cover of pie , is given to people
as truth in the same way.
I cannot contradict Myself, and neither can I make use of a person who
denies My act of Salvation and My human manifestation in Jesus, who
thus allegedly speaks to a person as `Jesus'being an `ascended master'.... A
misguided doctrine is being fostered in all these human beings, which does
not correspond to My divine teaching. But My chosen vessel recognises all
correlations and cannot be deceived. And since the beings of light, who
work on My instruction, will only teach you what is My will .... since
they impart the same ﬂow of strength and light which emanates from Me
Myself, their spiritual information has to be the same too, or you would
have to doubt its authentici .
I will always and forever expound the divine teaching of love, as I did on
earth, and explain to people the consequences of a life of love as well as the
disadvantages of non-compliance with My commandments, because this is
the meaning and purpose of earthly life a er all .... And time and again you
will be told about the cause of your earthly existence .... e knowledge of
all correlations is all-inclusive and explains everything, you will recognise
therein My love, wisdom and might, and will be able to strive towards a
uni with Me. at is all I ask for.
e fact that My pure Word was repeatedly spoiled forces Me to repeatedly
pronounce My will too, yet its truth is guaranteed as long as I can still use
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a vessel serving Me voluntarily and as long as servants assist Me to spread
the pure truth. And while this is so, misguided doctrines, which are always
close at hand and endanger the pure truth, can be refuted.
I will always bless the will of those who strive for pure truth, I will enlighten
their thoughts so that they will recognise the truth .... but it is also essential
that they take the path to Me. ey must not entrust themselves to beings
they call upon for help, for they don't know whether these are authorised
by Me to teach you. us they do not know whether they are being taught
the truth.
e act of Salvation and its reason is evidence that you have found the
right source, but if this is only mentioned in passing, if it is not the essence
of a message from above, you should have misgivings, for I gave you the
criterion Myself `Test the spirits whether they are of God .... a spirit who
confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the ﬂesh is of God ....'And this
teaching is the most important, this is what matters: that you ﬁnd salvation
through Jesus Christ, only He can take the original sin from you .... For He
and I are one, you have to acknowledge Him as your God and Creator in
order to unite with Me eternally ....
Amen
Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
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told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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